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Heavy-Duty Woven Galvanized Baskets 
a classic french garden basket
Made in France by a family business that stretch-
es back three generations. The baskets have a 
comfortable European Beechwood handle and 
are constructed from two layers of steel wire, gal-
vanized to prevent rust when you wash off your 
freshly picked fruit and veggies. They are built 
to last.

The two sizes offer for ample harvests. They are at-
tractive enough for a fruit basket in your kitchen. 
The smaller basket measures 16¾" long by 10½" 
wide and 6" deep and the larger one is 22 x 14 x 
7½" deep. The baskets nest together perfectly.
14K03.04	 Small Woven Basket	 $53.75
14K03.05	 Large Woven Basket	 63.75
buy more & save
14K03.20	 Both Galvanized Baskets  117.50  $107.50

NEW  Three Traditional 
Woodworking Hand Planes
Perhaps no other tool embodies the craft so well 
as the handle plane. Broadly useful, they perform 
superlatively while giving you a connection to 
the process that’s hard to achieve with power 
tools. All have solid cast iron bodies, brass fit-
tings, and carbon steel blades. The Universal #4 
smoothing plane (9" L, with 2" wide blade) is 
used for smaller areas and edges and is typically 
the last type of plane used prior to finishing. 
The versatile #5 bench plane (14" L with 2" 
adjustable blade) is used for wood removal and 
smoothing of larger areas and broader surfaces 
and features an adjustable mouth. The biggest of 
the bunch, the #7 bench plane (22" L, with 2£÷°" 

W blade), has an extra-long base to better enable 
leveling of large areas, such as tables and doors.
83R02.14	 #4 Smoothing Plane  $149.00
83R02.15	 #5 Bench Plane   180.00
83R02.18	 #7 Bench Plane  237.55

Indispensable

NEW   Bird Feeder w/ Built-In Bath
Made in Sweden, this truly tiny house will pro-
vide both dinner- and splash-time to your neigh-
borhood bird population. The bath is built into 
the roof, which lifts off to access the feeder below. 
Because the birds cannot actually sit in the feeder, 
this reduces the presence of harmful bacteria. Made 
from wood, with a rust- and frost-proof polypro-
pylene plastic roof. It even has its own little bird 
house right under the eave! Attaches to a pole us-
ing supplied screws. Dimensions: 8" H x 9½" L x 
5¾". (Our Post Anchor will make quick work of 
installation even in places where you don’t have an 
existing fence.)
75A03.16	 Bird Feeder with Bath  $89.00
19A07.01	 Fence Post Anchor  26.25

Garrett Wade’s philosophy is simple:
Since 1975 we’ve offered unique tools unique tools of exceptional  

quality and solid value that will improve your work,  enrich your life 
and, hopefully, make your heart beat just a little bit faster.

...so is our Guarantee 

90-Day, No Questions Asked, Money-Back Guarantee. Free Returns. 
More info at GarrettWade.com

Garrett Wade’s Gourmet Knife Set
These professional modern Kitchen Knife sets are 
made for us by an old family company in Thiers, 
France. Both 4-piece sets feature beautiful, razor-sharp 
blades with either with Olivewood or Walnut han-
dles. The blades use forged using special high-carbon 
stainless steel. The classic 8" Chef’s Knife is a versatile 
must-have for every professional chef or entthuiastic 
home cook. The 7" Scalloped Santoku Knife has a 
versatile blade profile of Japanese origin. The 4¾" 
Serrated Knife has a traditional 4¾" blade. Finally 
the beautiful 4" paring knife is a classic all-arounder. 
These special sets are of exceptional pro quality.
03B08.10	 	 Olivewood Handled Pro Set   $240.00
03B08.20	 	 Walnut Handled Pro Set   240.00

Available in Walnut

Santoku

Chef’s

Serrated

Paring

Spun Iron “Prospector” Cooking Pan
gorgeous matte-black fry/baking pan, made in uk
The “Prospector” refers to overall shape. The two stur-
dy handles are riveted to the pan, insuring they stay 
connected forever. This matte-black fry pan has simi-
lar properties to cast iron: it heats up evenly therefore 
it will cook and bake evenly; and it is nearly indestruc-
tible so it will last a life time, with minimal routine 
care. Spun-iron has one advantage over cast-iron: it is 
much lighter (generally half the weight), which you’ll 
appreciate as you move from stove-top, to oven, to ta-
ble top. Pre-seasoned with flax oil to give a natural, 
no-stick coating. Works on all range and oven types, 
whether gas, electric, con-vection, even wood-burn-
ing. Made by a small foundry in Shropshire, UK 
which is, fittingly, where the In-dustrial Revolution 
started. 12" diam eter x 1½" deep.
58N01.02	 Prospector Cooking Pan   $95.00

YULE TREE TO BE 
73A01.09 #5 bench

#7 bench

#4 smoothing 

90-Day Money-Back Guarantee 
Free Returns. More info at 

GarrettWade.com

SALE   Lovely Storage Chest + 
A Classic Starter Tool
This handy set includes our popular Gerstner 
Six-Drawer Chest and Yankee Push Drill in a styl-
ish matte black finish. The cabinet is made by a 
venerable Ohio company and features oak ve-
neer, felt-lined drawers, leather carry handle, and 
chromed-steel hardware. Sized 12" x 8" x 14" for 
small items you want to keep secure and organized. 
The classic Push Drill is essentially self-clearing: 
push down and the bit rotates clockwise; when 
you stop, the handle springs up and the bit rotates 
counter-clockwise. A classic. There are no additional 
shipping surcharges. Air shipping not available.
96M01.50	 Six-Drawer Chest + Drill $404.90 $367.90

Gift Certificates Available at
GarrettWade.com or 800-221-2942  

NEW   Set of Six Ruler Pencils
We nearly always need to have a ruler and a marking 
tool on hand when we’re working—whether we’re in-
dicating placement of cuts while building, marking 
surfaces for repair or replacement, or simply sketching 
out ideas for future projects. These handsome and el-
egant cedarwood shop pencils, made for us in France, 
are just the thing to reach for in all these situations—
their slim, squared shape prevents them from rolling 
off surfaces, and they feature a very handy and clearly 
marked 5" rule along one side--perfect for quick mea-
surements and double-checking for precision before 
cutting. The other side features the Garrett Wade 
brand and several inspirational quotes: “Plan/Make/
Grow Something Today” to keep you motivated. The 
#2B graphite has excellent marking capabilities, and 
the vivid red tops make them easy to spot on a crowd-
ed workbench or shelf. Our shop pencils come nicely 
packaged in a set of six, nestled within a Garrett 
Wade-branded cardboard case. One of our favorite 
gifts for all the handy people in you’re life.
37A05.01		Set of Six Ruler Pencils  $18.95
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Inlaid Deluxe Backgammon Set
Backgammon is one of the oldest board games 
known to humanity, with roots potentially extend-
ing to the ancient Persian Empire some 5,000 years 
ago. Luckily for modern players, we don’t need to 
carve our own pieces from wood and bone. Every-
thing we need to play is included in this beautiful-
ly constructed set, which features inlay work inside 
and out, interior felt detailing, and wooden com-
ponents. Comes complete with handy magnetic 
closures, 30 checkers, 4 dice, 2 wooden cups, and 1 
doubling cube. Bring family and friends together 

with a classic game that everyone can enjoy—and 
you can bore the kids with a little history lesson 
while you’re at it. 
27A03.02	 Deluxe Backgammon Set  $192.50

Toy Drum
What holiday gift is more traditional than a childs’ 
Toy Drum? The frames of this beautifully made 
and festively painted Drum are all wood (with two 
wood drumsticks). A sturdy black nylon “rope” 
secures the drum for carrying around the neck. 
This is a drum with a very traditional look and feel, 
and will make one of the younger people on your 
shopping list very happy. The drum heads are real 
goat skin, with a fine striking sound. Dimensions: 
9" diameter x 4 " high.
78A03.06 Toy Drum  $37.50

Classic Blues Harmonica
The high, lonesome harmonica is the ultimate 
portable instrument, easily pocketable and fun to 
bring out. This particular model is in the key of C, 
making it perfect for accompanying the big, jangly 
“cowboy chords” of an acoustic guitar (or blues in 
the key of G). The included polishing cloth and 
song sheet store nicely in the stylish 4½" x 1¾" 
tin—the perfect size for stuffing into your favorite 
music lover’s stocking. 
73A04.02	 Classic Blues Harmonica  $16.50

vintage   Vintage Balloon Race Cars
These little cars operate on a very old technology— 
inflate the little balloon, pinch it shut while placing 
the car on a surface, and let it go—the released air 
propels the little car forward. Simple yet fascinat-
ing, especially for the younger ones. We have them 
in 12 different colors; three are included in each set, 
with randomly selected colors—the surprise is part 
of the fun. Replacement balloons are also available 
in a set of 10. Quantities are limited.
45B01.87	 Balloon Race Cars (set of 3)  $24.00
45B01.88	 Repl balloons (set of 10)  6.50

NEW   Windup Tin Flying Saucer
Relive the science fiction movies of yesteryear with 
this old-fashioned vision of the future. The vividly 
colored flying saucer’s little pilot is visible through 
the transparent top. Wind it up by inserting the 
key in its base and watch as it lights up and rolls. 
One of the neatest things about it is the extra wheel 
on the bottom which gives it a random omnidi-
rectional movement. Dimensions: 5¹÷‹" Diameter x 
3¼" H.
47A02.17	 Windup Tin Flying Saucer  $32.00

Want even more?
Visit us at garrettwade.com, you’ll find 
many hundreds of additional products 

plus more photos and many videos. 

Gift Certificates Available at
GarrettWade.com or 800-221-2942  

Retro Wooden Bingo Set
There’s just something so satisfying about shout-
ing BINGO! Our Wooden Bingo Set comes with 
everything you need for a fun night, including a 
rotating metal “hamster wheel” that shoots out a 
single numbered ball, a set of 18 game cards, 75 
numbered wooden balls, a wooden ball tray, and 
plastic markers in assorted colors. Sometimes the 
simplest pleasures are the best. 
27A03.03	 Wooden Bingo Set  $54.50

Ring Toss Indoor “Horseshoes”
good entertainment plus good fun 
Perhaps no outdoor summer contest is more iconic 
than tossing horseshoes toward a steel stake. Here 
is an indoor alternative (a French game called 
“anneaux quilles”) that can be played by anyone 
(children especially). The 3-ply wood board (for 
stability and water resistance) has five 7" high wood 
pins and with six round rope rings. 

Each peg has a different value. The object is, of 
course, to toss the rings so that the highest score 
possible is achieved. The degree of the challenge 
depends on the distance the player stands from the 
pegs. The players can make up their own game 
rules as there are numerous options.
20B04.05 Indoor Ring Toss Game  $67.50
20B04.12 Set of 6 Add'l Rings  23.50

Family 
Game Night 

90-Day Money Back Guarantee 
Free Returns. More info at 

GarrettWade.com

Fun Family Game

NEW   Oversized Spring Coil  
Stair Walker 
The design of this coiled metal toy is amazingly simple, 
and yet its function is fascinating to watch and use, and 
will hold your little ones’ attention for hours while they 
perfect the art of watching it walk down stairs (It’s pret-
ty fun to just move around in your hands as well, to be 
honest!). It can take a try or two to get the positioning 
and launch just right, but once you get the hang of it, 
it’s a sight to see as it goes end over end down step after 
step. Try it on stairs of different heights and see who 
can go the longest. Works on slopes as well. Made from 
zinc-coated carbon steel. 4" H x 3¼" Diameter.
25A01.01	 Stair Walker	 	 $12.50

Spectacular
Active Fun

Spectacular Swiss-Made 
“Triple Moon” YoYo
this will turn any novice into an expert
When this writer was a boy, he always seemed to 
have at least one YoYo at hand all the time. Very sim-
ple and made of wood, they were an endless source of 
fun. Who did the best “Walk the Dog” or “Around 
the World” maneuvers, or kept it spinning the 
longest at the end of the string? It’s hard to believe 
(although a bit thrilling) that YoYo’s are still with us. 
Made of plastic, not wood, with all sorts of sophis-
ticated features — including triple-clutch “Switch” 
technology — combining Fixed Axle, Auto Return 
and Free Spin. See our website to learn more about 
the Triple Action Crystal addition.
69Y01.06 “Triple Moon” YoYo  $24.50
69Y01.07	“Triple Action” Crystal Edition YoYo 24.50
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SALE   C/ Full-Length 31" Suede Apron
usa made – designed by garrett wade
Our apron design addresses the deficiencies we 
see clearly in other similar ones. We started with 
comfortable ¡÷⁄fl" split-leather cowhide with brass, 
hand-riveted X-shaped cowhide cross straps to take 
weight off the back of your neck. It easily adjusts 
to most frames. To really incrase comfort while 
working, we skipped the waist pocket, as too many 
items in the front can severely restrict easy move-
ment. Instead, use the center breast pocket, with 
sections for a phone, writing implements, note-
pads, penknife, scissors, etc. 
15A02.11 Full-Length Apron $158.90 $148.00

NEW  D/ 15-Piece Screwdriver Bit Set
This compact but sturdy case holds the 14 most 
common sized bits: Phillips sizes 1, 2, & 3; flathead 
sizes 4 & 6; positive drives 1, 2, & 3; and torx siz-
es 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, & 40. An included magnetic 
quick-release bit adapter fits a ¼" drill. One of the 
best features of this little set is that the bit adapter 
actually slides right into the case itself, turning the 
entire assembly into a handle; very useful for those 
times when the drill battery dies on the last screw. 
06A01.04	 15pcs Screwdriver bit set   $19.95

SALE   E/ 246 Piece Set  
Drill Bits & Drivers
A huge variety: 130 twist drills in up to 14 
sizes (wood, soft metals, spade, masonry); and 
2" hex drivers (Slot, Phillips, Pozi, Star, Hex, 
Square); Drill Bit Collars; Nut Drivers; Hex 
Keys; Countersinks; Extenders; Arbor Adap-
tors; Hole Saws (for wood); Bit Holders; Nail 
Punch. For DIYers and pros alike.
07C01.08 246 Piece Drill/Driver Set $153.00 $114.75
 
F/ Historic #1 Odd-Job
Made from 1888 to the early 1930s, and redis-
covered by Garrett Wade, the Odd-Job is an 
inside mitre, try square, depth gauge, scribing 
tool, T-square, depth marking scribe, plumb 
level, and a rule. Made of solid brass and steel, 
and carefully machined. The Maple Rules are 
brass-bound and graduated inches and metric. 
The Historic Odd Job is 4” long and comes with a 
6” Rule, inches on one side and metric on the other. 
12” Rule is also available. The Maple/Brass Rules 
are excellent used alone. 
23N02.01 #1 Odd-Job  $39.95
19S11.02 12" Maple/Brass Rule 14.95
 buy more & save 
23N02.10 Odd Job +12" Rule 54.90  $45.00

C

F

A

333 Pieces – 
Every Bit. Every Driver.

B

A/ Garrett Wade’s Unique 
Ultimate Versatile Vise
has full dual-axis positioning capability
Many decades ago, a small vise company in Ohio 
made a bench-top cast iron vise that could be  
oriented on two axes simultaneously. We loved it. 
Our customers loved it. But sadly, it disappeared. 
Then some years ago, a similar vise (now made 
in China) appeared on the market, but it was 
not the same, because it was limited to one-axis 
orientation. What was missing was an Accessory 
Mount that transferred the “Frog into a Prince.” 
So we resolved to do it ourselves.
The Ultimate Versatile Vise can be fully oriented 
in two axis at the same time – giving you in-
finitely greater options in positioning. It’s ver-
satility simply cannot be equaled, and it will 
pay for itself 100% the very first time you use it. 
Although it’s not shown, this vise can also easily 
be mounted “flat,” just using its primary base. 
This unique vise is highly recommended for all 
working shops.(Push Drill & Knife shown not in-
cluded.) Air shipping not available. Ground shipping 
surcharge of $20 applies.
05R10.01	 Ultimate Versatile Vise  $124.50
 

SALE   B/ 333 Piece Drill & Driver Set
always have the bit/driver you need
Here in one box, with two drawers and six trays, 
are no less than 200 drill bits (long and short 
masonry, long and short spade, TIN twist, black 
oxide twist, and brad point bits), plus 100 hex 
shank drivers of every description, a drill sizer, 
multiple nail sets, drill stop collars, a counter-
sink, and a dozen fractional socket drivers.
Workmen who have seen this have praised its 
completeness and its security. This set has many 
TIN coated drills of high quality. It carries our 
guarantee. and you’ll always have the bit and size 
needed, at the ready. It’s wowed all who have seen 
it. Air shipping not available. See our website for more 
detailed pictures.
05R03.05 333 Piece Set $199.50  $149.95

90-Day Money-Back Guarantee 
Free Returns. More info at 

GarrettWade.com

 

ULTIMATE VERSATILE VISE

“This vise will hold anything at any 

angle. Especially easy with the  

included modification kit that 

makes the vise even more useful. 

Thanks Garrett Wade for an  

excellent product.” 

 – Ken

fIVE-STAR TooL REVIEw

D E

Infinitely 
Positionable

Solid Brass Body
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Micro Set

Tip Detail

Most Versatile DIY Set

SALE   E/ The Perfect Pair
garrett wade push drill + yankee screwdriver
We’ve often thought these two tools are a perfect 
pair. Functionally they complement each other 
really well.
The Push Drill was once found in every shop 
and every job site tool bag. It should be in your 
“quiver.” It was relied on by generations of 
woodworkers, active DIY’ers and professional in-
stallers, until it was dropped by the maker a few 
decades ago. We thought so highly of it, that we 
brought it back – custom made to our exacting 
specifications. Made, as before, of chrome plat-
ed solid brass and beautifully finished. It comes 
with 8 traditional double- bits fluted (¡÷⁄fl, ∞÷fl›, 
£÷‹¤, ¶÷fl›, ¡÷°, ª÷fl›, ∞÷‹¤, ¡¡÷fl›" ). As you push down, the 
bit rotates clockwise, cutting the hole. When 
you stop pushing, the handle springs up and the 
bit rotates in the reverse direction—essentially 
self-clearing. Makes a hole up to 1½" deep.
The Garrett Wade Yankee Screwdriver. Long one 
of our bestselling, most popular items, the Yankee 
Screwdriver has been unavailable for some time, and 
we’re thrilled to announce we’ve brought it back and 
it’s better than ever. Pressing in on the spring-loaded 
handle rotates the chuck to turn the bit, and drives 
the bit with minimal effort thanks to a clever mecha-
nism. Repeated presses drive in your screw with ease, 
and a simple flick of a switch reverses the gearing for 
loosening and removing screws. Includes four bits to 
cover most common uses: 4.5mm Philips/flathead, 
5.5mm Philips/flathead, Philips 3S2 (blunt and 
wide), and size 7 flathead; it also, with its built it 
quick release hex head, will accept any standard hex 
bit from your collection. This model is identical to 
our previous one apart from the addition of a brass 
chuck, which we quite like. Measures 9¾" closed and 
12½" extended. Welcome back!
08C03.30	 The Perfect Pair $163.65 $143.00
08C03.11	 Yankee Screwdriver  83.75
69P01.01		 Garrett Wade Push Drill  79.90

F/ USA-Made Micro Screwdriver Set
Very small screwdrivers are not rare, but most are 
very cheaply made. These are made here in the 
USA. The six miniature tips are 3 Phillips (#00, 
#000, and the very unusual #0000 size) plus 3 slot 
tips ¡÷⁄fl to £÷‹¤" in width (0.063" to 0.094"). The tips 
are properly hardened, something that is not easy 
to do with such a small cross-section of steel. Blades 
are black oxide to prevent corrosion. Handles are 
turned hardwood. Not expensive. USA made. 
12K04.04 Set Micro Screwdrivers $39.80

G/ USA-Made Screwdriver Set  
with Machined, Flat-Sided Slot-Tips
Ordinary slot screwdrivers have tapered tips – the 
sides are not parallel across the width of the blade. 
Since a screw slot has parallel sides, this means that 
the pressure in the slot is only at the top edge – often 
causing  the tip to jump out (“cam out”) of the slot. 
This often tears the top of the screw head. Parallel 
machining of the tips prevents this from happen-
ing. Slot tip thicknesses .030, .037, and .045". The 
three #0, #1 & #2 Phillips tip tools are also carefully 
shaped. Really good tools. 
12K04.05 Special Screwdriver Set  $59.95

A/ Steel Twist Gimlet Screw Starters
really handy – better than drill & bit
Gimlets are some of the most underrated hand 
tools in the modern workshop. Much faster and 
more convenient than an electric drill, they easily 
and quickly make pilot holes for screws sized from 
#2 to #9. At this price, these gimlets are a terrific 
value, and will really speed up your work. The set 
of seven ranges from ∞÷fl›" to £÷⁄fl" (2 mm to 5 mm). 
Made in France.
37J03.04 Set of Seven Gimlets  $16.95

SALE   B/ 230 Piece HSS Drill Bit Set
27 sizes – 5 to 10 bits of each size – steel case
For convenience and value, it’s hard to beat this 
expansive set of premium titanium-nitride coated 
HSS drill bits. 27 sizes ranging from £÷fl›" to ½" in 
multiples of 5 to 10 of each size to reduce down 
time – if you break a bit, just grab a spare. 130˚ 
split point tip design helps prevent bit “walking.” 
Steel storage case. A big bang for your buck! 
07C01.02 230 Pc. Drill Set $225.00  $189.50

SALE   H/ Compact Set of 160 
Multiple-Copy Drill Bits
never find yourself short of a size you need
“Never” is a difficult standard, but in this case, it’s 
pretty close to athe truth. This new set specializ-
es in the smallest sizes that are often the biggest 
problem to keep on hand because they can either 
wear out or damage most easily. This set of 160 
standard length drill bits are HSS steel 135˚, all 
TiN coated (for wear resistance) professional bits 
for drilling all woods and soft metal. There are 14 
sizes included (£÷fl› to £÷°") and the number of each 
ranges from 27 pieces for the three smallest sizes to 
2 or 3 pieces for the two largest. 130˚ split point tip 
design helps prevent bit “walking”. It is the best 
value if the smallest sizes are your main concern. 
07C01.09 Set 160 Piece Drill Bits $120.00  $70.00

D/ Beautiful German-Made 
Hand Drills
Small hand drills are easy to use but need to be of 
high quality to be satisfactory. That’s why we have 
gone to Germany. Both are 3-jaw single pinion 
drills made of steel (with wood handles and an alloy 
driving wheel). The Mini Drill (weighs 9½ oz.) is 
only 9" long with a 6mm chuck (bit shanks need to 
be less than ¡÷›"). The Large Drill (weighs 20 oz.) is 
12" long with a 10mm chuck (will handle bits up 
to £÷°" shanks). There will be times you will find the 
smaller drill an absolute delight to use  – so we really  
recommend it to you also.
08C03.03 Mini Hand Drill  $31.50
08C03.04 Large Hand Drill  52.50

B
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STEEL TwIST GIMLETS

“These well-made little tools  

are sturdy and pleasing to look at. 

They made a great gift for some-

one who seems to own every  

other tool made by humankind.” 

 – LMS

fIVE STAR TooL REVIEw

Want even more?
Visit us at garrettwade.com, you’ll find 
many hundreds of additional products 

plus more photos and many videos. 

A

view a video at garrettwade.com

garrettwade.com  (800)221-2942

C D

Garrett Wade  
Push Drill

Yankee  
Screwdriver

The Perfect Pair 
– Save $20
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Daylight White Warm Yellow
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A/ Professional LED Task Light
adjustable color & position for the perfect light
Superficously, this resembles an ordinary “exten-
sion lamp” found on a clerk’s desk or shop table. 
It attaches to any edge by means of a 2" capacity 
screw-on clamp, rotates 360˚ around this base and 
has 32" extension arm with a “knee” in the mid-
dle that allows it a generous amount of reach, but 
that’s where the similarity ends.
The function is clearly excellent, but the magi-
cal aspect to it is that the Hood contains 60 LED 
hi-tech emitters (“bulbs”) arranged in two rows. 
Each row has its own style of LED. One puts 
out blue-white bright white equivalent to day-
light. Its “color-temperature” is close to Kelvin 
6500K. The other row emits a classic incandes-
cent “yellow” light common in most traditional  
interiors (3500K). Both rows come on when 
the switch in the hood is pressed. But that’s  
only the beginning, as each row has its own  
adjusting power button with 4 levels of output. 
The end result is you have 16 adjustable lighting 
options and can select that light quality that suits 
you best – perhaps one choice in the morning but 
then a different choice at dusk. The Lamp Hood is 
3" wide and 19" long. It rotates up and down 180˚ 
and side-to-side, lockable in any position. Quite  
simply, it’s fantastic. We’ve never seen anything 
like it. Absolutely Unique. 
16T01.05 Professional Task Lamp $97.50

B/ LED Professional Quality  
Magnifying Desk Lamp
5x power magnifier with a stable base
The lamp itself is fitted with 70 small switched LED 
lights surrounding the 5X power magnifying lens 
(5½ x 7") set in the 9½ x 10½" head. The magnifying 
lens’ hinged cover can be closed to increase bright-
ness on the surface below. The large base (7 x 11”) 
can be placed anywhere on a desk or table surface and 
is sufficiently heavy to allow the articulating head 
to extend up to 22" away when the stability support 
(shown) is pulled out from the front of the base. 
If this does not provide enough position flexibility, 
the Desk Lamp can be lifted off its base and at-
tached to the robust surface clamp (shown) which 
can be clamped to any surface up to 2½" thick. This 
will allow the lamp head to rotate to any position 
up to 34" away from the clamp a total area of 25 sq 
ft. This is a very impressive piece of equipment. 
Highly recommended.
16T01.30 Magnifying Desk Lamp  $169.80

C/ Heavy-Duty Shop Lights for 
Indoor & Outdoor Use
Screwed in any standard 115V domes-
tic Edison socket, these put out an as-
tonishing amount of area illumination. 
The Standard Bulb (3,000 Lumens) is no-
mimnally equivalent to 125 Watts and  
the Extra Large size (5,000 Lumens) the same 
as two 150 Watt bulbs. And as LED’s they, of  
course, consume much less energy. But their  
special “bulging”shatterproof polycarbonate 
lens spreads the illumination in a much more 
expansive fashion than a “normal” bulb. This 
writer was stunned by how much light these 
special LED’s produce. The “color” is natural 
daylight and the surface of the bulb itself is al-
ways cool and safe to touch. These are perfect 
for large dark spaces  and can also be used out-
doors in a wet environment. We think they are 
splendid. Highly recommended.
07S17.14	 LED Standard 3,000L Bulb  $25.50
07S17.15 LED Brighter 5,000L Bulb  34.50  
 

NEW   D/ Winter Beanie with  
a Built in Rechargable LED Light 
with three brightness settings  
Light up those cold winter nights with this inge-
nious winter hat with an integrated rechargeable 
LED light. The hat is warm, comfortable, 100% 
acrylic so it’s easy-care The battery is removable 
for when you need to wash or recharge it. Comes 
in fashionable dark charcoal, with three brightness 
settings. A warm and welcome helper for walk-
ing the dog at night, three-season camping, DIY 
project under the sink or on a ladder. Perfect for 
anywhere you might want brightness and warmth. 
Such a simple idea, executed stylishly.
33B01.01	 LED Beanie (Dark Grey)  $14.00
33B01.02		LED Beanie (Light Grey)  14.00 

E/ 45 SMD LED Magnifying Lamp
With its high-efficiency SMD LED bulbs, 
this is a great desktop lamp for daily office 
or schoolwork, or for specific tasks like model 
building, jewelry making, or watch repair. The 
5" round magnifying lens enlarges at 3D. The 
9" x 8" base is large (and heavy) enough to hold 
the lamp in place without a clamp system, but 
not too big that it takes up a lot of desktop 
space. Adjusts up to 14" high.
16T01.11 45 SMD LED Magnifier Lamp  $89.00

F/ LED Workshop & Desk Lamp 
This is a terrific, rotating LED light for your Work-
shop or Desktop and features an adjustable swing 
arm and a lamp head that can adjust 180˚ up and 
down, and swivel 360˚. Has two extendable 14" long 
arms, that can fold onto one another. The strong 
metal clamp can be easily secured to flat surfaces. It 
is dimmable to three brightness settings, and toggles 
between two “color temperatures”: 3000k (daylight 
white) and 5700k (white). A great and versatile lamp 
for your workshop, drafting table, office workspace, 
or the reading chair. The lamp head is approximately 
15" long. With aluminum, steel and plastic parts. 
16T01.06 LED Workshop Light  $68.00

G/ LED Wide-Area Automatic On/Off  
Hi-Tech LED “Barn” Light
bright led technology – 10,000 lumens
This new larger 9" diameter “Barn Light” is real-
ly special. Install it on a wall or high post, hard- 
wired (110-240V), it throws an exceedingly bright 
light. As a reference, the area strongly illuminated 
at an elevation of 10 ft. is a circle with a diameter  
of 38.5 ft. – an area of 1,165 sq. ft. (there is  
substantial light scatter at the edges, of course). 
This Wide Area Light will last 50,000 hours (17 
years based on 8 hours of use each day – a cost of 
$10 per year). 
As a smaller alternative, the Outdoor Security 
Light is 7" in diameter, produces 4,000 Lumens, 
and is rated to last 40,000 hours.
A Dusk-to-Dawn sensor automatically turns the 
light on at dusk and then off at dawn the next day. 
Both clear polycarbonate lens are 100% water-
proof.  They are excellent for dependable illumina-
tion for work or security. 
Neither light includes a socket plug so you need 
to have an electrician hard-wire to a power source. 
Installing a remote in-line physical switch at the 
same time is also probably a good idea. Seems to us 
like a natural go-to.
07S17.13 Auto Wide-Area “Barn” Light  $185.00
07S17.08 Auto Outdoor Security Light   85.00
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CABINETMAKER’S BOXED 
wooD CHISEL SET

“These chisels feel “right” in my 

hands. Well balanced, they are 

easy to control. The ferrules are 

snug. The overall length makes 

the chisel a joy to use.” 

 – Dale

fIVE-STAR TooL REVIEw

A/ Cabinetmakers Boxed 
Set of 6 Chisels
This Set of 6 high-quality cabinetmaker’s chisels 
comes packed in a sturdy wooden box. Featuring 
steel hoops on stained beech handles, they can be 
struck with a steel hammer. The blades test at an 
Rc hardness of 58-61. Sized: ¼, £÷°, ½, ∞÷°, ¾ and 1.
10T15.01 Boxed Chisel Set (6)  $137.90 

B/ Hand Adze
The Adze has been around almost forever. Mod-
ern shipwrights, sculptors, carpenters, and rail-
roaders all have their own version of it. Egyptian 
boat-makers and indigenous tribes of the Pacific 
Northwest used the tool. Adzes continue to be very 
useful. It has a shaped carbon steel head securely 
affixed to an ash handle with two ring wedges. Us-
ing it provides natural feelings of competence and 
accomplishment. We’re not kidding.
10T15.04 Hand Adze  $160.00

C/ Solid Beechwood  
“Carpenters’ Mallets”
very useful to almost everyone 
A traditional English mallet, used for generations 
by furniture makers and carpenters. A very simple 
design that has stood the test of time. 
They weigh 12 oz. and 19 oz. respectively, are taper 
assembled, and can be easily knocked apart for stor-
age or transport. Very highly recommended as tools 
all around the house and in every shop.
83R02.03 3½" Beechwood Mallet $19.95
83R02.02 4½" Beechwood Mallet 23.50
 buy more & save 
83R02.20 Both Mallets 43.45  $37.50

D/ Set of 4 Micro Carving Chisels
For precise, meticulous work, micro carving chis-
els are essential. We’ve found a maker here in the 
USA who has been perfecting the tools for this craft 
for years, and are pleased to share them with you. 
Made from lightly stained cherry wood handles ³÷°" 
thick (the octagonal shape makes for better grip and 
prevents rolling), they have super sharp steel blades 
hardened to 59 Rockwell. They measure 5½" over-
all, with 4" handles and 1½" blades. Included in this 
set are: a 5 mm U shape, great for figure carving, 
buttons, etc., a 2.4 mm dogleg (bench chisel), used 
for making inlays, with a subtle, beveled edge to 
ease beneath the surface of the wood; a 2 mm V tool 
that can make fine detail work for figures, lines, fish 
scales, or checkering for gun stocks, etc., and a 3 
mm straight (paring blade) tool, ideal for texturing 
lines and cleaning cuts.
12K04.08	 Set of 4 Micro Carving Chisels $76.50

E/ Set of Woodworking Chisels
once in a lifetime set - very limited quantities
Our set has the four chisel sizes you almost always 
reach for (¼, ½, ¾, &1"). The ash wood handles  
are a traditional, comfortable shape, and tip  
guards are included. Overall length is 9," and the 
Rc hardness is a desirable 57-59. It comes in a 
protective denim roll ($13.50 value). You don’t see 
this quality anymore. A real bargain. 
63A04.05	 Four	Chisel Set  $87.50

SALE   F/ Japanese Set of 4 Saws
an excellent functional range of 
top selling japanese saws
Japanese saws cut quickly and smoothly, and are 
a joy to use. Because they cut on the pull (not the 
push) stroke, the blade is in tension during use, so 
it can be thinner with a much finer kerf. Bowing is 
eliminated. These are an excellent selection.
On the 9½" Replaceable Blade Ryoba, one side 
is designed for rip cutting and the other for cross- 
cutting. The Special Japanese Dovetail Dozuki, 

excels as a joint cutting saw. The blade is 7" long 
with 25 tpi. Maximum depth of cut is 1¾".
The Flush Cutting Saw, (blade 6" long, 24 tpi) 
has an extremely flexible blade with no set. It will 
not mark the adjacent surface. It will cut off pegs 
and other exposed waste parts absolutely flush. The 
Japanese Detail Trim Saw, has a fine toothed very 
narrow blade. Tool length is 9". The 18 tpi blade is 
4¼" long and ∞÷⁄fl" wide. These saws are available indi-
vidually on our website, search by their names.
49I01.10 Japanese Set of 4 Saws  178.00  $157.50 

G/ Three Forged Drawknives 
Like many hand tools, if well made and sharp it 
will work exceptionally fast with great control. A 
small French firm makes a beautiful and unique 
selection of these special tools. Each comes with its 
own case to protect the edge. Available in 3 styles. 
Or buy all 3 and Save. 
19S02.26 Flat Drawknife $78.50
19S02.27 Convex Drawknife 78.50
19S02.28 Concave Drawknife 78.50
 buy more & save

19S02.40 Set 3 Spec. Drawknives 235.50  $219.50 

H/ Japanese Curved Bladed  
Carving Knife
We had such a great response to our Japanese Whit-
tling Knife that we set out to bring you a curved-
blade version of this popular tool. It’s got all the 
features of the original: a full tang blade made of 
three laminated steel layers — which are typical of 
the Kiradashi style — and a 2-inch double-beveled 
cutting surface. The result is an exceedingly sharp 
and beautifully balanced blade. With its comfort-
able and distinctive yellow nylon-wrapped handle, 
it’s a pleasure to hold and to work with, and you’ll 
appreciate the added functionality of the curved 
blade for a multitude of projects around your home 
and shop. Use it for shaping, trimming, carving, or 
any job that requires precision. A great addition to 
your tool arsenal, and a fine companion tool to its 
straight-bladed version. Get both, and always have 
the right one at hand. Measures 6¼" long overall.
36J02.33	 Curved Bladed Carving Knife $109.00

I/ Japanese Whittler’s Knife
3-layer, laminated steel blade
This is a traditional straight bladed craft knife, spe-
cially designed to give you total control for carving 
wood. It has a long 4" handle and relatively short, 2½" 
blade, so that you can get closer to your work, allow-
ing greater control. The handle is wrapped in woven 
cord, serving both aesthetic and ergonomic purposes. 
The blade is made of three layers of laminated steel. 
Features continuous full tang construction. A gener-
ous bolster keeps your fingers on the handle as you 
work. 6½" overall. A lovely handmade tool.
36J02.21 Japanese Whittler’s Knife  $109.00

J/ Classic Three-Blade Pocket Knife
a classic american design

This Whittler’s Three Blade Folder is a classic Amer-
ican style of everyday carry knife. There are three 
blade styles of varying lengths: a California clip point, 
sheepsfoot blade, and a short spey blade. You’ll find 
myriad uses for this handy pocket knife, whether for 
whittling sticks, woodcarving, or opening packages 
at the office. Has a brass inlaid logo plate with the 
Garrett Wade stamp, scales made of Pakkawood, a 
stabilized wood that won’t shrink or crack. This knife 
fits our Small Leather Knife Sheath. Throw one in the 
kitchen drawer or in your bag. Blade sizes: 2¾" Cali-
fornia Clip Point; 2" Sheepsfoot blade; 1∞÷°" Spey blade.
Add the belt-mounted leather sheath and cease  be-
ing concerned whether your folder is available or not.
15T02.06 Whittlers 3-Blade Pocket Knife $35.00
15T02.60 Whittlers Knife + Sheath   53.50
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SALE   A/ Spoon Carving Tools
Carving wooden spoons is a classic easy-to-do hobby, 
and one of the best ways to introduce beginners to 
woodcarving. A decent spoon can be carved from block 
to soup spoon in a single afternoon by even a novice 
whittler, and that’s what makes it an excellent teaching 
aid—spoon carving delivers instant feedback and great 
satisfaction. Not only is the accomplishment itself sat-
isfying, but the end product (the spoons) will also be 
constantly used in household food preparation. They 
also make great gifts! Our 3-tool set is all you need. 
Our blades are high carbon steel so they keep their 
edge and are easy to sharpen. The handles made from a 
dense hardwood to achieve a solid presence in the hand, 
we also refined the shape for comfort and control. The 
curved blade tools allow you to confidently form the 
hollow of the spoon. The Straight Blade Knife is used 
primarily for shaping the back of the spoon, the neck, 
and the handle. Highly recommended for any carver 
age 10 (with adult supervision) and above. For more  
details or to buy individually, see our website.
75A01.50 3 Spoon Carving Tools 142.50 $99.75   

B/ Comprehensive Sharpening Set  
for All Cutting Tools
We know a lot about cutting tools – includ-
ing why it is so critical to keep them sharp with 
a clean, keen edge. Not only will they work most 
efficiently this way, a sharp edge is the safest edge 
to use – always. Start with the double-sided (1,000 
and 6,000 grit) carborundum sharpening stone 
– sized an exceptionally large 3 x 8" (24 sq in.). 
A large surface like this is the very best for larger 
cutting tools, including long bladed knives. This 
sits in a large sturdy rubberized waterproof base 
designed to contain the lubricating water plus the 
slurry which is naturally produced and is so import-
ant. Features include the rubber squeeze ball to  
squirt water on the surface and the guide to use with  
long blades to help ensure a consistent bevel, and 
the small cleaning stone used to clean off and  
dress the surface of the 3 x 8" carborundum if it 
gets soiled.
37B01.04 Comprehensive Sharpening Set $62.75

C/ Set of 3 Woodworkers’ Rasps 
round, half round & flat
These are the best machine-cut rasps we’ve come 
across. The aggressive teeth quickly remove wood 
to cut a rough shape and the tough steel makes this 
set hard to damage. This set comprises of three 
styles: round, half-round and flat. They can tackle a 
variety of tasks, like rough-shaping craft carvings, 
or beveling corners from square pieces. The round 
rasp can ream out holes in projects. With light-
ly-varnished 4" beech handles, and 8" long bodies. 
63A04.03 8" Flat Rasp $11.50
63A04.04 8" Round Rasp  11.50
63A04.02 8" Half-Round Rasp 11.50
	 buy more & save	
63A04.50 Set of 3 Rasps   34.50  $28.60

D/ Set of 5 Micro-Carving Tools 
exceptional for delicate detail work 
These hand-forged, razor sharp blades are set in  
octagonal, lightly stained cherry handles. The 
short blades put the cutting edge right at your 
fingertips, for unusually good feel and control. 
Perfect for detailed wood carving, linoleum cuts, 
model making, furniture restoration, or anything 
where a delicate touch is required. Each of the five 
pieces is 5½" long overall, with 4" handles and 1½" 
blades. Set includes: 2 mm Straight Gouge; 1.5 
mm V-Gouge, 3 mm V-Gouge; 1.5 mm U-Gouge; 
3 mm U-Gouge. 
12K04.07	 Micro-Carving Tool Set   $94.95

Conquer Any Project
in Leather 

ECB

SALE   E/ Rosewood Handled  
Leatherwork Knives
left and right hand bevel & half-moon knives 
Make beautiful leather creations with this 
multi-purpose Set of Three Leatherwork Craft-
ing Knives. Elegant rosewood scales are fitted on 
all three knives, with hollow brass rivets. Use the 
Left and Right beveled knives (¹÷°" thick) to make 
straight cuts with a precise square edge, running 
the flat side along a straight-edge (ruler). 
The ¡÷⁄fl" thick Half-Moon (or Round) knife is one 
of the oldest and most versatile of leather-working 
tools, and can be used for straight or curved cuts. 
The overall length of all three is about 7". The single 
bevel knives are sold together and the half moon 
is sold individually. Leather Sheaths for all three 
knives (not included) are highly recommended.  
See our inset and website for details. 
75A01.13	 Half-Moon Leather Knife $43.50
75A01.45	Single Bevel Knife (rt. & lt.)  63.00 $59.00
15A02.31	Sheath for Half Moon Cutter 31.50
15A02.32	Sheath for 2 Beveled Knives 44.80
 
F/ French Split Leather Side
its "1/2 cow" size gives you plenty to work with
Cut from a single piece of French cowhide, this is 
one half of the entire hide – properly called a “Side”. 
It is suede-soft and finished in a beautiful tan/gold 
color. The thickness is about ¡÷⁄fl" and is sized a mini-
mum of 24 x 50" overall – almost 8-½ sq. ft. France 
is world famous for the quality of its leather work.
38A02.06 French Split Leather Side  $98.50

G/ Speedy Stitcher Sewing Awl
a usa-made iconic heavy-duty repair tool
This is an indispensable tool for repairing awnings, 
heavy upholstery, sporting equipment, sails, sad-
dles, heavy-duty handbags – even shoes. 
The Kit includes the wood handled Stitcher pre-
loaded with 30 yds. of #140 coarse thread, plus 4 
needles of varying sizes. It also has an extra 180 
yd. spool of #140 coarse thread. Extra needles and 
thread are available – including more #140 Coarse 
and optional #130 Thin Thread. (Note: The Pack of 
3 Extra Needles includes a special thin needle needed if 
you use the #130 Fine Thread.). 
95A01.01 Speedy Stitcher Kit  $39.50
95A01.02	 Pack 3 Extra Needles  14.95
95A01.03 30 yd Skein #140 Coarse  6.50
95A01.04 30 yd Skein #130 Thin  6.50

H/ Horsehair Detailing Brush
This Detailing Brush was developed for cleaning 
dust and dirt from intricate surfaces. But you 
can, of course use it in your car, on hard to clean- 
appliances, or on a dozens of different places that 
come up during the year that are just difficult to 
get into. Get two and pass them on unexpectedly 
to friends. It’ll be appreciated.
96S04.01 Detailing Brushes   $9.95

Razor Sharp
Details
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A/ USA-Made Steel “Torpedo” Toolbox 
An icon of self-reliance, a symbol of people ev-
erywhere who know how to fix what’s broken. 
Low-profile but long—our variation on the classic 
plumber’s toolbox. An ideal way to keep together 
your favorite tools, even your longest hammers and 
wrenches, for easy access. It’s the gift that will gen-
uinely keep on giving, uniquely suited to live in 
places where a full-height toolbox could never fit. 
Made to take a beating for many generations. 18 
gauge steel, 20" x 6" x 3½" high.
43B02.09		 Red Steel “Torpedo” Toolbox  $58.50 

B/ USA Made Classic Steel Toolbox 
For all DIYers who like their tools all in one big com-
partment. At 14" x 7" x 6½" tall, this is the Goldilocks 
of toolboxes – not too big, not too small, just right. 
Plenty big enough to fit all those tools that you always 
need – hammers, multiple screwdrivers, wrenches, 
tape measure, etc. – but not so bulky that it becomes 
difficult to carry. With the single-compartment de-
sign, just open the top, and there are all your tools, 
visible and accessible. Simple as can be. Made in the 
USA of 20-gauge steel, with a hard-to-beat pow-
der-coat finish. Steel carry handle on top, and secured 
by a latch with a padlock hasp. 
43B02.04 Classic Steel Tool Box  $64.55

C/ USA-Made Plumber’s Toolbox
For the professional or enthusiastic DIYer alike, 
our Plumber’s Tool Box will hold your go-to tools 
for all tasks large and small. This California-made, 
open-top hold-all is constructed of durable 20 and 
22 gauge powder-coated steel and spot welded for 
durability. It boasts a sturdy tube-style, galvanized 
carry handle that folds down, so you can transport 
your tools to and around the job site, and then 
store it on a shelf with the handle down. Features 
eight 5" x 5" slots. This allows you to store your 
longer tools (like pipe and basin wrenches, and pli-
ers) standing up for easy access. Plus it will store a 
ton of spare parts like faucet keys, thread seal tape, 
bolts, fittings, etc. tools and even gloves; A gener-
ous 10" x 20" x 5½" tall overall. 
43B02.11	 Plumber’s Tool Box  $78.00

SALE   D/ High-Strength Magnetic 
Tool Storage
This new system developed by Garrett Wade is a 
game changer for woodworkers, hobbyists, or reno-
vation shops. The key element is a 12" x 12" strong-
ly magnetized steel panel that can be used singly 
or clustered in any configuration that meets your 
needs. (We show it here set up as a row of three 
panels.) Each panel is backed by a supplementary 
sheet-steel plate that you lift off the back of the 
panel and (using holes predrilled in each corner) 
attach to any surface or wall. Once attached to the 
wall, simply lay the magnetic panel onto the steel 
plate. Strong enough to hold a a #5 Cast Iron Jack 
Plane, which weighs about 5 lbs. We think this sys-
tem is exceptionally useful, and everyone who has 
seen it in action agrees. Air shipping not available. 
Cannot be shipped outside the USA.
29A01.04	 Magnetic Panel $36.50
29A01.40		 Magnetic Panel (2) 73.00 68.00
29A01.80		 Magnetic Panel (4 ) 146.00 130.00

E/ Garrett Wade Leather Tool Bags 
tough as nails – made of buffalo leather
These fine USA-made carryalls have been designed 
by Garrett Wade principally to be used around the 
homestead to hold and transport those select tools 
and accessories that we reach for 90% of the time to 
do chores (You know what they are). It’s capacious 
enough to easily handle the necessities, but not 
so large or deep that it begins to be a catch-all for 
everything. The idea is that you can pick it up off 
your closet floor and move it easily and know that 

what you need will be found there. See website for 
additional colors. 15 x 7 x 7". Weighs 1½ 
15A02.07	 Brown Leather Tool Bag  $130.00  
15A02.19  Dark Blue Leather Tool Bag  130.00
  
F/ Gerstner Oak Mini Chest
for secure storage of your smaller things
Constructed of solid oak and oak-veneered ply, with 
all the other fine features we’ve come to expect, like 
polished chrome corner protectors, drawer pulls, 
tongue & groove-joined drawers (for added durabil-
ity), a front lock bar, and a padded carry handle for 
portability. Four, full-width, felt lined drawers will 
hold those smaller items you want kept safe, secure 
and organized. This beautiful chest can hold any 
number of things, including: jewelry; craft tools, artist 
brushes, fine art pens and pencils; small carving tools; 
sewing implements; coin collections, etc. Air shipping 
not available. 
96M01.25 Personal Mini Chest  $169.00 
  

SALE   G/ Gerstner Oak Storage Chests
These two Oak chests which make up our Matched 
Pair are – (1) the Solutions Chest 96M01.14 and 
(2) the Rolling Chest 96M01.16 – are available 
individually. See our website for details, specifica-
tions and costs for the Rolling Chest. By design 
they fit perfectly together as a Matched Pair (as 
shown). and are available at a special price for our 
customers when purchased together. The stacked 
combination is 57" tall, including the 5" rubber 
wheels, two of which swivel fully and lock for sta-
tionary storage. There are no additional shipping sur-
charges. Air shipping not available.
96M01.30 Matched Pair  $1,648.00  $1,420.00

SALE   H/ Gerstner Large Oak  
“Solutions”Chest 
Made by a well-known Ohio company in its Asian 
factory as a special run for Garrett Wade. Solid Oak 
construction (with ply drawer bottoms), felt lined 
drawers. This is Gerstner’s largest lockable desktop 
chest, standing 24" tall, 21" wide and 11" deep with 
2 full-width drawers 3" deep, 3 more 1 deep and 6 
smaller drawers, plus a 3" deep well tray at the top. 
All drawers automatically lock when the top is shut. 
Top tray comes with two latch lock keys. There are no 
additional shipping surcharges. Air shipping not available.
96M01.14	 Solutions Chest $599.00 $545.00

SALE   I/ Gerstner Rolling Cabinet
This beautiful Gerstner International Rolling Cab-
inet is offered at a special price for Garrett Wade 
customers, in a limited quantity, at huge savings 
over the regular price. The cabinet stands 33" high, 
including 5" rubber wheels, two of which swivel 
fully and lock for stationary storage. A Brace for 
the extendable leaf, which folds down along the  
side when not in use doubles as locking Drawer 
guard. There are no additional shipping surcharges. Air 
shipping not available.
96M01.16 Rolling Chest  $1,049.00 $949.00

SALE   J/ Gerstner Collector’s Oak Chest
This chest is so handsome and well sized that it can 
fit comfortably on any surface in your family room, 
home office, or even in the bedroom. Overall size 25¼ 
x 11¼ x 9". Made of Oak (except for the Pine drawer 
sides and laminate for the drawer bottoms), with tra-
ditional felt lining in all the drawers and a lockable 
front cover that slides out of the way when opened. 
The three drawers are 1½ or 2½" deep. Store wallets, 
multiple pairs of eyeglasses, notepads, rulers, passport, 
personal papers, pen & pencil trays, a small laptop and 
more. Locks securely. There are no additional shipping 
surcharges. Air shipping not available. 
96M01.24 Collector’s Chest $299.00 $275.00
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handle just about any task you throw their way. 
The adjustable jaws ensure even clamping pres-
sure to help eliminate surface damage and ensure 
a clean, firm grip, and the angled head allows 
you to apply pressure with precision and ease. 
The wrenches come in 7½", 10", and 12”" lengths, 
the largest of which has a maximum jaw open-
ing of 2¾". The rubberized, pliers-style handles 
(hence the name) provide excellent grip even in 
wet conditions, and the chrome vanadium steel 
body provides remarkable strength and corro-
sion resistance. Sturdy, workhorse tools for any 
household or shop. A huge value.
88H03.08 Water Plump Plier set of 3   $28.80 

G/ Add-On Jaws to Supercharge  
Your Vise
increases vise usefulness by over 300%
Add these to any vise with 4 or 5" Jaws (the most 
common sizes). These superb supplementary jaws 
will revolutionize what that Vise can do for you. 
(Shown mounted on two Garrett Wade vises)
Made of finished machined aluminum with fitted 
magnetic inserts. The Vise Set of 6 pieces (3 pairs) 
gives you three new gripping surfaces: non-mar-
ring smooth aluminum Jaws, machined recesses 
to securely grip pipe and other round objects on 
either axis and with rubber-faced surface to pro-
vide for softer gripping. The modest cost of these 
3 pairs of Jaws will be effectively paid for the first 
time you use them. Very highly recommended.  
05R10.04	 4" Shop Vise Jaws  $34.70
05R10.05 5" Shop Vise Jaws    43.30

SALE   H/ Master-Select Crafts Tool Kit
exclusive: 22 tools to fit the scale of our work

We have found  that the larger scale DIY and furni-
ture making tools are simply clumsy to use in  fre-
quent small scale tasks and projects, and that diver-
sification is the key to doing a good job efficiently 
and successfully. So some time ago we began to pull 
together collections of smaller scale tools for you. 
The 22 Piece Master-Crafts Kit is filled with a huge-
ly useful variety of special tools for smaller scale or 
personal work: Locking straight and bent gripping 
tweezers, a jeweler’s Chasing Hammer, push/pull 
“Archimedes” Drills with 2 packs of tiny drill bits, 
a 10X Loupe, Wire Nippers, a Mold to shape wire, 
a Special Clamp to securely grip the perimeter of 
round and multi-sided objects – and more. This is 
all group-priced for a substantial saving. A soft-sid-
ed, zippered, fitted storage case for all items is stan-
dard. This is a fine group of special tools and you are 
also very likely to make good use of them.
88H04.04	 Master-Crafts Kit $179.50 $149.00

Additional	Crafts	Kits	(see	our	website)
88H04.02 Basic Crafts Kit 139.00  119.00
88H04.03 Supp. Crafts Kit 129.00 110.00
72A01.06 Micro Tool Kit 93.80  76.50

SALE   I/ H.D. Shop Mechanic’s Vise
a beautifully made, affordable pro tool
As nice a mechanic’s vise as we have seen in many 
years, and it’s exceptionally affordable. Highly  
recommended. The body is overall 18"  long, sits 9"  
high and rotates 360˚ on its swivel base. Jaw width 
is 5"  and max. Clamping capacity is 7". Weight 39 
lbs. The jaws have 2 grooves for holding thin round 
stock and large under-slung pipe jaws for large 
round stock. Turning the small lower handle 90˚ un-
locks the jaws and gives you an instant quick release  
feature, making the vise easy to work with rapidly. 
Because of very heavy weight, a ground shipping  
surcharge of $45 applies. Air shipping is not available.
18B02.01 H.D. Mechanic’s Vise $219.00 $175.00

Heavy-Duty & Highly Versatile

A/ Medium Sized Multi-Vise
Cast iron, of course, this vise will clamp solid-
ly to any surface up to 1¾" thick. (The base has 
3 bolting points for more permanent mounting). 
The double set of jaws (one pair smooth 1½"  
wide, the other with a corrugated surface (for pipe) 
2½" wide, both rotate fully and can both be opened 
up 2¼". In addition, the entire vise rotates 360˚ on 
the base. It’s variety of function is exceptional. 
18B02.02 Table Multi-Vise  $65.00

B/ Bench-Top, Utility Shop Anvil
Standing 4½" high, weighing a solid 11lbs with 
a 4¾ x 2∞÷°" flat surface and the traditional curved 
“horn.” This anvil has everything you will need in 
your shop. It’s size is perfect and very affordable.
18B02.03 Shop Utility Bench Anvil $33.50 

 buy more & save
18B02.20 Table Vise & Anvil Set 98.50   $84.95

C/ Hands-Free Magnifier
For close work as an artist, modeler or craftsman, 
close inspection of a surface is critical. Hands-free, 
headband-mounted magnifiers are the preferred 
solution. The headband of this model is comfort-
able to wear for extended periods (most are too 
stiff). There is a triple LED light on top (3 AAA 
batteries, not included). Additionally, there are 
three sets of fitted lenses: two are double lenses – 
one is fixed, and the other folds up and down on 
an interior hinge and the third is an outside rotat-
ing single eye loupe. The magnification (using the 
three) ranges from 1.8X to 4.8X.
19R05.01 Headband Magnifier  $49.95

D/ Very Versatile T-Handle Screwdriver
This is a very handy piece of gear. The three distinct 
driving positions will help save wear and tear on your 
wrist. The default position works as a straight-driv-
er, but with  few seconds of repositioning this tool 
becomes a right-angle or T-handle ratcheting driver. 
Bits are held securely in place by a built-in magnet. 
It comes with four fastener types: 4 Phillips, and 
three of each Slot: Torx and Allen. Among other 
things, this tool is great for ladder work, so that you 
don’t have to worry about needing multiple screw-
drivers on the way up and down. The design and 
functionality is splendid. A huge value.
06A01.03 Versatile T-Handle Screwdriver $23.80

E/ Black H. D. Multi-Function Vise
head and swivel base rotate a full 360 degrees
Our new Black Multi-function Vise can be ful-
ly oriented on two axes simultaneously, giving 
you endless positioning options. Features include 
tough ductile iron construction, a generous 5" jaw 
width and a 3" throat depth; a 360-degree swivel 
base with dual lockdown; and a head that rotates 
360-degrees; and rust-resistant crinkle paint in a 
contemporary, matte black finish. In addition, has 
a 2½" pipe jaw capacity for working with round 
stock, and even has a small anvil. We can’t rec-
ommend this highly enough, for professional and 
home shops alike, for doing metalwork, woodwork, 
carving and patternmaking. This Heavy-Duty 
Vise weighs an impressive 35 lbs. A $45 ground 
shipping surcharge applies. Air shipping not available.
05R10.08	 Black H. D. Multi-Function Vise $180.00

F/ Set of 3 Pliers Wrenches
Versatility is the name of the game with this set 
of Pliers Wrenches, which will finally let you 
send that old fussy, frustrating crescent wrench 
to its new home at your next yard sale. The 
perfect tool for tightening/loosening nuts and 
fittings, applying pressure when snapping tile 
cleanly—even light clamping duty—these can 
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H.D. Bypass  
Lopper

H.D. Anvil  
Lopper

High-Leverage  
Ratcheting Mechanism

B/ A Folding Pruning Saw That’s Big 
Enough to Do Really Serious Work
a really tough-duty outdoors tool
This is the best Japanese tooth-pattern folding 
work saw we have discovered. The blade is a full 
10" long with a tooth depth of £÷⁄fl" – so this is a very 
fast cutting tool. The rubber covered handle is all 
steel. This is a beauty. You can carry it in a deep 
pocket, or wheelbarrow. Optional sheath available.
23K04.04	 Large Folding Pruning Saw  $37.90
23K04.05	 Repl. Blade 19.50
66M03.04	 US Made Leather Sheath 27.50

SALE   C/ Ratcheting Hand Pruner
As you meet maximum resistance on any difficult 
material, just relax your grip a bit and the ratchet 
resets with the jaws in place, giving you the power 
for an extra squeeze. All cast aluminum, with rub-
ber grip on the handle backing. Blade is carbon steel 
with non-stick coating. A replacement blade allows 
you to keep working while you sharpen the original.  
Maximum opening ¶÷°". Optional sheath available.
18A09.03	Ratcheting Hand Pruner  $29.95
18A09.04	Replacement Blade  5.00
18A09.30 Hand Pruner & Sheath 42.50 $35.50

A

  A/ HEAVY-DUTY RATCHETING  
WITH EXTENDABLE HANDLES
ARBORISTS PRUNING LOPPERS MADE EXCLUSIVELY  
FOR GARRETT WADE

We’ve	looked	at	literally	hundreds	of	loppers		
over	the	years.	Virtually	all	are	manufactured	
entirely	in	Taiwan	or	China	and	few	perform	
really	 well.	 These	 two	 are	 different.	 Made	
exclusively	 for	 Garrett	 Wade.	 The	 “secret”	
is	in	the	excellent	design.	The	Anvil	Lopper		
is	designed	for	cutting	dry	wood	and	the	By-
pass	Lopper	for	green	wood.	These	feature	
a	specially	designed	ratcheting	mechanism,	
oversized	 for	 strength.	 The	 telescoping		
handles	 are	 great	 (26	 to	 40"	 long,	 with	 6		
pin-locked	position	stops	and	rubber	grips).	
Air	shipping	not	available. 
11G12.01 H.D. Anvil Lopper $69.95
11G12.02 H.D. Bypass Lopper 59.95
 buy more & save

11G12.10 Both H.D. Loppers 129.90 $104.00

“Gets the job done in 3 clicks! 

Ruggedly durable, cuts clean,  

adjustable handles are nice to 

reach further or higher area,  

and yes - it's heavy-duty!” 

 – Gary

fIVE-STAR TooL REVIEw

Gardening
Tools Built To Last

Flower Cutter
See page 22 

Bypass Pruner
See page 22 

Bypass Loppers
See our website

Anvil Pruner
See page 22 

Japanese 
Tooth-Pattern 
Folding Saw
See page 21 

B

Everyday Complete 
Pruning Set
a matched set of five types of pruners:  
flower cutter, japanese folding saw,  
anvil pruner, bypass pruner & bypass lopper

order using stock number: 23k04.30  
Reg. $141.45  Sale $119.00
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C/ A Very Nice Small Bypass Pruner
don’t overlook this gem
The design of these pruners is so unique and the 
cutters so close it’s just like an extension of your 
hand. Every gardener should have one. Inexpensive 
and very highly recommended. .
11G12.15 Small Bypass Pruner  $19.50

D/ Lightweight Japanese Pruning Saw  
with Wood Holster
The pruning blade is 12" long and extremely fast 
cutting. It will handle a 3" branch in a flash. The 
solid hardwood Holster has a belt loop so you can 
“house” the saw blade and forget it until you need 
to pull it out again. The hardwood handle attached 
with brass fittings is shaped to fit natural arm and 
shoulder motion. It’s ideal for the garden.
11G12.16 Lightweight Pruning Saw $34.90

E/ Arborist Long-Reach Giraffe Cutter/
Trimmer with Rotating Head
lightweight and easy to use

This long reach Cutter is a boon to arborists and 
other outdoor workers who need to reach up high 
into branches for trimming. Strong but light with 
durable aluminum alloy handles, the cutting 
jaws are sharp and easily activated with the wide 
giraffe-style handle action. The cutting head can 
also be rotated – a big plus in crowded branch 
situations. Also features a hook on back for grab-
bing and pulling down loose branches. A handy 
removable nylon harness is included to give your 
back a break when putting in long hours carrying 
it around. This will give you years of use, and will 
make your job much, much easier. Dimensions: 
Reaches up to 59" ; Jaw capacity: 1¼". A ground 
shipping surcharge of $24 applies. Air shipping not 
available.
11G12.19 Long Reach Cutter  $79.95

F/ Copper & Brass Indoor Watering Can
Our new, very elegant Indoor Watering Can has a 
brass handle and spout and a copper body. At 6¼" 
tall, the reservoir holds approx. 48 oz. (1½ qt.) of 
water. The long, sweeping spout and large, com-
fortable circular handle extend your reach. Works 
great for watering your hanging plants, or to save 
you from bending too far over for plants on the 
ground or on low sills. And, no need to store or 
hide this vessel: When not in use you’ll really want 
to leave it out so its shiny, gleaming beauty adds 
to your décor.
53B01.01 Copper & Brass Watering Can $59.95

SALE   G/ Arborist Large  
Pruning Saw
A molded handle that even a very large hand 
would feel comfortable working with. Plus a 20" 
long fast-cutting saw blade, this will speedily take 
care of very large branches. For its size and perfor-
mance, this arborist’s saw is an exceptional value.
68C01.02 Arborist Pruning Saw $58.90  $45.90

NEW   H/ Ultra Sharp Pruners  
With Rubber Grips
The high-carbon bypass-blade system offers almost 
a full inch of capacity. The upper blade is titanium 
nitride coated to preserve unusual sharpness (and it 
also gives the blades a golden color).  The handle 
is corrosion and sap-resistant brushed aluminum, 
with an anodized finish. We’ve now added tex-
tured rubber grips on the handle, to prevent your 
hand from slipping.  One handle is slightly longer 
than the other, giving it a flowing, elegant look, 
and providing more cutting torque.  From the 
blade tip to the end of the handle is 9" long. These 
pruners were immediate customer favorites when 
we introduced them. You can also buy an optional 
Leather Sheath that matches each color.
67C02.07 Rose Gold Pruner W/Grip   $39.00
67C02.06 Sky Blue Pruner W/Grip   39.00
38A02.28 Rose Gold Sheath   36.00
38A02.29 Sky Blue Sheath   36.00

I/ Gardener’s Professional 
Digging Tool – Made in the USA
heavy-duty & simply spectacular

This 12" Digging Tool is designed and made by a 
USA firm that only makes tools for the professional 
arborist/gardener. The 7" long curved 41/30 alloy 
steel blade is welded to the handle, and one sharp 
edge is deeply serrated to cut roots and vines. The 
grip is large and the hand-guard keeps the knife 
from burying itself in the soil. The belt-loop hol-
ster keeps it at the ready. See our website for details. 
79W05.01 Professional Digging Tool  $69.50

J/ 3-Tine Cultivator &  
Heart-Shaped Hoe 
made in germany exclusively for garrett wade 
These long-handled stand-up gardening tools are 
very sharp, with real heft. Use them early or late 
in the season to break up hard compacted dirt. 
The 39" Ash handles are long enough to save your 
back when breaking up hard earth. The cultivator’s 
long, broad tines and the hoe’s 7" shaped blade will 
cut deep into hard surfaces. These are great tools.
54A03.01 3-Tine cultivator  $56.50
54A03.02 Wide Heart-Shaped Hoe  49.95

A/ Mobile Gardening Set
Our Garden Kneeler is useful for gardening and 
as a portable seat. A tool caddy holds the included 
Cast Aluminum Trowel/Cultivator Set: a Dig-
ger Trowel with engraved inch marks to gauge 
planting depth, a brawny Scoop Trowel to lever 
up rocks and small roots, and a Cultivator with 
three substantial claws and an ergonomic curve. 
64A01.60	 Mobile Gardening Set  $77.45 
12A04.03	 Port. Bench & Kneeler (only)  49.95 

B/ A Complete Matched 
Set of 3 Hand Pruners
The handles are nicely shaped, cast aluminum with 
rubber grips surfaces. Each has a spring-loaded 
snap catch. Overall length about 8". The Anvil cut-
ter is coated and is the best choice is for dry stalks, 
and the Bypass Pruner for green material
23K05.11 Bypass Pruner $17.90
23K05.12 Flower Cutter   17.90
23K05.13 Anvil Pruner   17.90 
 buy more & save 
23K05.30 Set 3 Matched Pruners 53.70  $43.70
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MOBILE GARDENING SET

“I love my latest garden tools.  

The bench saved my back and  

my knees.” 

 – Karen

fIVE-STAR TooL REVIEw

Gift Certificates Available at
GarrettWade.com or 800-221-2942  
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A/ Half Length Shovel &  
Leaf-Shaped Hoe
hand crafted at a 4th generation german forge
This unusually long Hand Shovel and its com-
panion Leaf Shaped Hoe feature slightly-longer 
handles, for substantial ergonomic advantage in 
the efficiency of movement. With its 11" handle, 
the Shovel is great for Spring chores like planting 
bulbs and filling pots from a soil bag. 
Use the Hoe with its 16½" handle to furrow the 
soil for planting. The practical function of the leaf 
shape is to provide for various width and depths of 
your furrow line – the deeper you use it, the wider 
the furrow will be. Both handles are European Ash. 
54A03.21 Leaf Shaped Hoe  $23.80
54A03.23 Half Length Shovel   19.50

B/ Stand-up Hoe & Half-Hoe
hand crafted at a 4th generation german forge
The Standup Hoe is a great, back-saving tool to 
help prepare your plant beds in Spring. The short-
er Half-Hoe does the same job, but works better 
in small areas, while seated or kneeling, and for 
planting in raised beds. Use either for turning 
over soil and mixing in compost or peat. The Half-
Hoe has an ergonomic shaped handle. The Stand-
up Hoe’s handle flares near the head for strength,  
but narrows at the other end for an easier grip.  
The heads of each tool are the same, both 8" long  
x 4" wide. Handles are lightly oiled Ash. Half Hoe 
is 17½" long, Stand-up is 41¼" long. 
54A03.22 Long Handled Hoe  $39.95
54A03.24 Short Handled Half-Hoe   29.80

C/ 5-Tine Hand Rake & Mini Hoe  
with a 2-Prong Grubber 
terrific pair of close-work gardening tools

The 13½" long, 5 Tine Hand Rake is made by  
a Dutch blacksmith. Lightweight, well-shaped Ash 
handle and 5 very sharp Carbon Steel teeth. The 18" 
long German made Mini Hoe/2-Prong Grubber is 
a 2-in-1 tool that excels at grabbing, digging, and 
spreading earth and other material. One side features 
a formidably solid hoe blade, while the grubber side 
has broad double-pronged teeth. Handle is solid Ash.
69A01.29 5-Tine Hand Rake   $38.50
54A03.05  Mini Hoe & 2-Prong Grubber 27.20 

D/ Cut & Puncture Resistant Gloves 
Really Protect Your Hands
work with nasty stuff even more confidently
These Safety Garden Gloves provide maximum 
protection against punctures – thorns, splinters, 
wire or needles as well as superior cut protection. 
They are designed using 2 layers of cut and 
puncture resistant fabric, plus one more for added 
structure. The palm-side surface fabric is slightly 
tacky to aid in gripping long handles. They excel 
at handling cati or plants that have severe thorns. 
All are washable, breathable, and stretchable. 
Note: The use of special cut and puncture resistant high-
tech fabric initially makes these gloves a bit stiffer than 
ordinary ones. This stiffness will ease with use.
03P03.13 Orange Safety Garden (med.)  $40.50
03P03.14 Orange Safety Garden (large)  40.50 
03P03.15 Orange Safety Garden (x-large) 40.50
03P03.07 Green Safety Garden (med.)  40.50 
03P03.08 Green Safety Garden (large)  40.50 
03P03.09 Green Safety Garden (x-large) 40.50

E/ Superb Professional Weeding Sickle
The 4" drop forged blade is razor sharp. The twisted 
shank and the shape is very carefully designed to 
allow your arm motion to quickly remove shallow 
rooted weeds. This is a highly functional gardening 
tool, and you’ll use it all the time. Only 7" overall.
06A03.01 Prof. Weeding Sickle  $45.95 

SALE   F/ USA-Made Garden Apron
We think this is a great looking, exceptionally useful 
five pocket apron. It uses a combination of rugged 
green duck canvas and split suede to protect both 
you and your gardening gear. The front and straps 
are both ¡÷⁄fl" thick suede cowhide, with solid brass 
hardware. The green backing canvas is #10 Duck – 
military grade and water repellent. It’s comfortable 
and roomy, and will fit most body types. The apron 
is 12" long and 24" deep with 5 individual pockets.
15A02.12  Gardener’s Apron  $98.00  $78.00

G/ Long-Reach Hand Pruner
saves your back from unneeded strain
If you need to do a bit of pruning on the other side 
of a fence line or in the interior of a large plant or 
bush, this is what you need. The 30" long shaft will 
easily maneuver the cutter into place and a quick 
pull on the hand grip does the job. Plus, it always 
helps save your back by avoiding stooping or 
overreaching. It is also handy to trim the topmost 
stems of a high bush and fruit tree water spouts 
without the need of a ladder. You won’t need it all 
the time but when you do, it’s a life saver. Made in 
Italy. An additional ground shipping surcharge of $24 
will be applied to this item. Air shipping not available.
45T02.17 Long-Reach Hand Pruner  $59.95 

H/ Italian Hedge Shears
extend your reach with telescoping handles
We found these in the northeastern Italian town 
of Maniago, long-known for its quality manufac-
turing. The telescoping aluminum handles have a 
twist lock at the bottom of each handle to extend 
your reach an additional 7½". The 8" long car-
bon steel blades have a wave shape to grip small 
branches. A sap-resistant non-stick coating on the 
top blade, an ergonomic head, and anti-slip rub-
berized grips are special features. All-in-all, these 
are a standout. Highly recommended.
45T02.25 Italian Hedge Shears  $78.50

I/ Exceptionally Strong Digger
This new Garrett Wade one-hand Digger (also called 
a Hori Hori) uses Japanese stainless steel and has the 
traditional one-side dirt scoop channel and a row of side-
cutting teeth, but at ¡÷°" thick is much stronger than usual. 
Tropical Redwood handle. We have had a (USA made) 
sturdy leather belt sheath (inlcuded)made just for it.
63A04.01  Digger  $35.00 
63A04.40  Digger & Leather Sheath  56.95
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A/ Bamboo Seed & Tool Organizer
available in two variations
Avid gardeners love to collect dozens and dozens of 
seed packets. Here is a French developed solution 
to keep all of those seeds organized and at your 
fingers tips. Option 1 is our Tool Holder/Organiz-
er. It’s an oiled-bamboo 15 x 8½ x 6 high" carryall 
with an integrated handle. It will hold your plant-
ing tools; PLUS it has eight separated seed slots for 
as many as 80 packets. Option 2 is a 9 x 4¼ x 5" 
high Seed “Library” with five 5 separated slots for 
up to 50 seed packets.We like both of these a lot!
02B07.20	 Tool Holder/Organizer (Opt 1) $119.00
02B07.18	 Seed Library (Opt 2) 85.00

B/ 1.5 Gallon Compost Pail
rust- and rodent-resistant galvanized 
steel construction
For odorless composting right in your kitchen or 
mud room, this 1.5 Gallon Compost Pail can’t be 
beat. Designed with a replaceable charcoal filter, 
that snugs under the tight lid to keep odor in check 
(always an issue with indoor composting). Features 
galvanized steel construction, so that it’s rust- and 
rodent-resistant; and a carry handle for easy transport 
to a larger, outdoor compost pile. Small enough to sit 
under a table or next under the sink. Comes with two 
charcoal filters; extra filters are available, in packs of 
4. Cleans with soap and water (no chemicals). 7½" 
round x 11". Available in red or white. USA made. 
16T03.01	 Compost Pail (red)   $44.50
16T03.02	 Compost Pail (white)  44.50
16T03.03	 50 Composting Bags  10.50
16T03.04	 Charcoal Replacement Filters 9.95

C/ USA Made Foldable Garden Cart
An ingenious hybrid wagon/cart/wheelbarrow, this 
cart folds up flat for easy storage just about any-
where. Lightweight and made in America, it’s stur-
dy enough to handle full loads of gravel, mulch, 
bricks, firewood, yard waste, and pretty much 
anything else you can throw at it. Attach the front 
and back gates and you have an enclosed wagon 
for loose materials like soil and rocks; remove one 
or both and you can haul lumber or larger items. 
Holds up to 330 lbs. of cargo, with 20" wheels 
whose pneumatic tires can handle uneven terrain 
with ease. Made from high-quality marine-grade 
aluminum, it resists rust and corrosion even if ex-
posed to salt water for extended periods. Weighs 
33 lbs. fully assembled. Overall dimensions: 55" 
x 30.25" wide x 23" deep. Ground shipping sur-
charge of $70. Air shipping not available.
58A01.07		 Foldable Steel Wagon  $350.00 

D/ European-Made Premium 
Watering Nozzles
Recently, we discovered a maker in France that 
makes a series at a quality level higher than we had 
previously ever seen. These are truly Best-in-Class. 
The nozzle body and moving parts are precision 
Zamak castings (an alloy of the purest Zinc with 
aluminum, copper and magnesium). Solid Brass 
is also used. We have equipped each with a solid 
brass quick-change fitting so you can swap them 
out with a single simple motion.
There are 3 styles: Single-Stream Pistol Grip, a 
2" diameter Rainfallmaker/Aerator, and a Versa-
tile Spray with a shower plus two tighter streams. 
These are not inexpensive. But all you have to do 
is to pick one up to know that your grandchildren 
will use them. The quality is outstanding. 
25W04.11 Premium Pistol Grip  $68.70 
25W04.12 Prem. Rainmaker/Aerator  85.90 
25W04.13 Premium Versatile Nozzle  98.50 
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E/ Lifetime Garden-Hose Rack
If you are annoyed by the short working life of typ-
ical second-rate hose racks, rejoice: this is the last 
one you’ll ever have to buy—guaranteed. Made of 
thick, solid cast aluminum with a curved shape 
ideal for garden hose loops, the Smaller Hose Rack 
easily accommodates up to 100’ of ½" garden hose 
or 50’ of ∞÷°" hose. The Larger holds 100’ of ∞÷°" hose 
or even more if your loops are relatively long. The 
quality is superb. Very highly recommended.
39A01.06 Smaller Cast Hose Rack $60.00
39A01.05 Larger Cast Hose Rack 85.00 
 buy more & save 
39A01.55 Large & Small Rack Set 145.00  $135.00 

F/ Stainless Steel Garden Hose
This one is for a lifetime: our 75' and 100’ ½" 
Stainless Steel Garden Hose is kink-proof, punc-
ture-proof, tear- and crack-proof, animal-proof, 
and corrosion- and rust-proof. It may not be the 
last hose you ever buy—maybe you’ll want anoth-
er—but you will never have to replace it. Note: 
This hose is not intended to be used for drinking water. 
The hose liner is made from PVC.
14T01.01	75 ft. Stainless Steel Garden Hose $60.00
14T01.02	100 ft. Stainless Steel Garden Hose 79.00

G/ Solid Brass Quick-Change 
Hose Fittings Make For Fast Work
These Solid Machined Brass fittings convert 
standard screw-on fittings to quick-change ones, 
allowing rapid changing of accessories and easy 
mobility. The Female Adapter (#1) screws direct-
ly to the faucet. The Faucet-End Connector (#2) 
screws into the faucet end of the hose and snaps 
into the Female Adapter (#1). The Hose-End 
Connector (#4) screws to the male threaded end 
of the hose. Ours also has an automatic water-stop 
valve in it, which closes instantly when discon-
nected. Finally, the Male Adapter (#3) screws 
into the nozzle or other spray device and is then 
snapped into (#4), completing the assembly from 
faucet to nozzle. The Quick-Change Set includes 
one each of #1, #2, #3, and #4. (These fit all ½, ∞÷°, 
and £÷›" standard garden hoses.) 
62K13.01 Extra Female Adapter #1 $5.90
62K13.02 Faucet-End Connector #2 9.20
62K13.03 Extra Male Adapter #3 9.20
62K13.04 Hose-End Connector #4 11.70
 buy more & save 
62K13.10 Quick Change Set (All 4) 36.00  $32.00

#3

#4

#2

#1

Option 1
Option 2

CFront Gate
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Effortless
Weeding

A/ Telescopic Fruit Picker
collect faster, with less damage & waste

This great tool lets you harvest your fruit trees 
without lugging a ladder from place to place. 
With a reach that extends up to 10', there will 
be very few places on a fruit tree that you can’t 
get to, even from the ground. A simple cut-
ter above the collection bag, operated by a hand 
grip at the bottom of the pole, ensures that the 
fruit will drop safely into the bag (large enough 
to hold about 10 apples). Whether you have one 
or two trees or a small orchard, this is a fine and 
useful piece of gear. Comes highly recommended.  
Air shipping not available. 
11G12.18 Telescopic Fruit Picker  $79.90  

B/ Cast Aluminum  
Trowel/Cultivator Set
With a solid-feeling, smooth handle and thumb 
recess on the top of the handle, these are all 
about control and comfort. All hand trowels 
or multi-prong garden cultivators do the same 
kind of work, but as we all know, how a tool 
“feels” in the hand has a big impact. These feel 
great and are “bomb proof.” The leather hang-
ing strip (shown) is a nice plus.
64A01.10	 Cast Aluminum Gardening Set $27.50 

C/ Professional Gardener’s Tools
all-steel, for a lifetime of real use
Professional gardeners want tough tools and noth-
ing you find locally can hold a candle to those 
shown here. Made by a firm that only makes tools 
for professionals, the alloy steel blades and handles 
are carefully heat treated to produce an exceptional-
ly strong tool. All blades and handles are fully weld-
ed. Handles are plated or painted.
The Super-Penetration Shovel with its tapered 
pointed blade and fully sharpened sides is the very 
best tool to use for digging in hard, compacted or 
heavy clay-like soils. It received its name because 
of its ability to let you “penetrate” with mini-
mal exertion. It’s a beautiful tool. The accessory 
rubber foot pad also fits the Penetration Shovel  
and is recommended. 
The Root Cutter Shovel has a 5" blade and the  
serrated left edge will blow right through the 
tough stuff.

Pick it
All

Penetration 
Shovel

Root Cutter 
Spade

Trencher  
Spade

F

C

A

D E

G

The Narrow Trencher (blade 2£÷›" wide) can be 
used for a variety of tasks. But our favorite is dig-
ging narrow trenches to bury drain lines and pipe, 
without creating a monster of a mess in your yard.
Air shipping not available.
79W04.04 Penetration Shovel  $142.00
79W08.01 Root Cutter Spade  124.00
79W09.01 Trencher Spade  105.00
79W02.01 Opt. Rubber Foot Pad   20.50

SALE   D/ Unbending Stainless-Steel  
Hoe & Cultivator Set
This Set is impervious to weather. If you forget 
this pair outside there’s no need to worry about 
the heads rusting or the wood handles rotting. 
The tools are polished stainless-steel that won’t 
fail. Professional archaeologists could use these in 
the field, and they would never fail. Both have 15" 
handles. The Cultivator has a 3¼ wide x 6" long 
head; the Hoe has a slightly concave and sharpened  
3" wide 6" long head. 
12A04.01 All-Metal Hand Hoe $19.50
12A04.02 All-Metal Hand Cultivator 19.50 
 buy more & save
12A04.10 All-Metal Pair 39.00  $34.95

E/ Set of 3 Japanese Weeding Tools
This set of stainless steel weeding tools – Weed 
Shaver, Weed Scraper and Garden-Hand – is excel-
lent for maintenance. The Weed Shaver guillotines 
weeds growing in driveways and curbs. Its 16½" 
reach is easy on your back. The 7½" Scraper is great 
for digging weeds out of the deep cracks in that 
brick garden path or asphalt driveway. The 9½" 
Garden Hand can aerate and agitate, by loosening 
up soil around plants after watering, or it can pull 
out clumps of wayward grass in the garden.
24T05.30 Set 3 Japanese Weeding Tools $59.00

F/ Telescoping Weeder
telescoping weeder – saves back strain
With its sharpened L-shaped blade and telescoping 
handle, this Weeder is purpose-built as a stand- 
up tool, saving strain on your back. It excels at  
cutting weeds from between pavers, along drive-
way edges and even along the sidewalk. It’s dead- 
simple to use, just jam it into cracks and push or 
pull along the groove. Made of strong lightweight 
aluminum, with a steel blade. Telescopes anywhere 
between 32" and 49".
12C01.03 Telescoping Pavement Weeder $18.50

SALE   G/ Super-Tough & Sharp  
Hedge Shears & Pruning Loppers
There’s nothing remotely delicate about these 
tools. No matter how tough the material is, these 
will do the job. The cutters are Drop-Forged and 
thicker than normal, and very sharp. The alumi-
num handles use more material than usual and the 
attachment fittings are substantial. The purpose of 
the design is to provide tools that are significantly 
more robust. The Hedge Shears even have a notch 
near the pivot to grip thicker hedge branches firm-
ly. Handles on the Bypass Lopper are 22" long and 
the blades on the Shears are 11½" long. You now 
have what you need to do the job. The rubber fitted 
ends of the handles are comfortable and very easy 
to grip. Substantial rubber bumpers absorb the 
closing jolt of repetitive work.
14T02.01 Hedge Shears $45.50
14T02.02 Loppers 57.50 
	 buy more & save 
14T02.10 Loppers + Shears Set  103.00  $89.00

H/ Grampa’s Weeder Saves Your Back
Originally invented in 1913 and recently remade 
after 90 years. It’s a blessing to all who like their 
weeding easy, with no bending over or hand pull-
ing. Simply position the two gripping prongs over 
the weed, press into the ground, and then “lean” 
the 39" long hardwood handle in the direction of 
the footpad lever. Out comes the weed, root and 
all. A simple tool and effortless to use. It’s hard  
to imagine working without it and it’s a great  
value for a lifetime tool. Air shipping not available. 
See website for detailed pictures.
65P01.01 Grampa’s Weeder  $39.50

Weed Killer

Hedge 
Shears

  

GRAMPA'S wEEDER 

“The grampa weeder is everything 

I hoped it would be. It saves your 

back and clears up the yard of 

those obnoxious weeds.

Thank you!”
 – Charles

fIVE-STAR TooL REVIEw

H

Never Fail 
or Rust

WATERING HOSES

B

 

TROWEL/CULTIVATOR SET

“Excellent quality. Lightweight, 

sturdey ease of use and easy 

clean up.” 

 – Raymond

fIVE-STAR TooL REVIEw

90-Day Money-Back Guarantee 
Free Returns. More info at 

GarrettWade.com
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B/ Horse-Hair HD Dust Brush
naturally-static free
This stylish two-tone wooden handle and body 
brush excels at deep cleaning and sweeping. Con-
structed of beechwood with a contrasting stained 
beechwood plate secured by brass pins, this Ger-
man-made beauty uses dense tufts of angled horse-
tail hair to give you the finest, fullest, cleanest 
sweep possible. Horse hair is naturally static-free, 
meaning the dust and dirt don’t stick to the bris-
tles and go right in the bin. These bristles adapt 
to any surface and remove sand, dust, and dirt, 
leaving nothing behind. Built to last—clean it in 
mild detergent, press out excess water, and hang 
it outdoors or inside at room temperature and it 
will serve you and your family for generations. The 
brush is 12" long with 2½" bristles.
45A03.46	 Horse-Hair HD Brush  $49.50

C/ Goat Hair Delicate Surface  
Dust Brush
This brush—designed specifically for smooth and 
delicate surfaces – is handmade in Germany with 
a beech wood handle and body, using supple, soft 
goat-hair bristles. And since the bristles are secured 
with hand-wrapped brass wire, they won’t shed or 
pull free. The curved sickle-form allows easy access 
to tight corners and intricate curves. At 13" long 
with 2¼" bristles, this is made to last a lifetime 
with proper care: simply clean with lukewarm wa-
ter and mild detergent. Hang on the leather strap 
to dry, then gently detangle with a comb. Keep 
your delicate items dust-free with a brush as special 
as the items it maintains.
45A03.44	 Goat Hair Sickle Dust Brush  $58.80

D/ Improved Whisk Broom  
& Dust Pan
highly functional & beautifully designed
Who would have thought that a one-hand 12" 
rice-straw clean-up tool could evoke oohs and aahs. 
The Whisk Broom speaks for itself. The improved 
shape is clearly ergonomic, as it fits the normal 
movement of your arm and wrist. The 7¾" wide 
Dust Pan (we usually think of these as ugly plas-
tic or black-stamped-steel things), is made of oiled 
beechwood and stainless steel.
45A03.13	 Better Whisk Broom $15.95
45A03.14	 Stylish Dust Pan 32.95
45A03.34 Broom (2) + Dust Pan 64.85   $56.50

E/ Large Corn Whisk-Brush 
& Dust Pan
The cornstalk whisk continues to be unmatched  
for clean-up in the shop, garden, home or garage. 
Get a set of three – one for the shop, one for the 
home — and one for a friend. 8" wide by 18" long. 
The Whisk is complemented perfectly by our in-
dustrial Aluminum Dustpans — one relatively  
narrow and the other a very wide-mouth 17". 
96S02.01 Large Corn Whisk $13.50
25S09.02 11½" Wide Dustpan 19.50
25S09.01 17” Wide Dustpan 24.50
 buy more & save 
96S02.10 Corn Whisk (3) 40.50  $29.95  
25S09.10 Both Dustpans  44.00 

F/ Natural Jute Door Mat – Heavy Duty
handsome, closely woven – a real beauty

Natural Jute woven like this in a “sailor’s knot” 
pattern is highly rot and abrasion resistant, kind 
to bare feet and can live outdoors all year– in 
any climate. Sized 17 x 30" and 1¾" thick, this 
is heavy-duty by any measure, but really good 
looking. As an alternative to the common-
ly available, similarly sized woven mats made 
of a petroleum distillate, the value is really 
there. Highly recommended – especially for a 
rural house (ranch, farm or weekend home) or 
out-buildings anywhere.
58A03.01 H.D. Large Jute Door Mat $49.95

Home
Exceptional & Unique Tools

Customer 
Rated 5 Stars

A

F

  A/ VERMoNT “SLACK” DRY MoPS
Here	is	an	ecologically	beneficial	alternative	
that	a	small	 firm	in	Vermont	has	made	for	
decades.	The	“secret	sauce”	in	the	11"	long	
wool	multicolored	strands	is	Lanolin	which	
is	a	type	of	“wax”	that	is	generated	naturally	
in	the	coats	of	sheep.	The	Lanolin	natural-
ly	efficiently	attracts	all	manner	of	dust	and	
other	unwanted	particles.	Shake	vigorously	
to	 discharge.	 (Eventually,	 you	 may	 want	 to	
hand	 wash	 the	 Duster	 or	 Mop	 like	 a	 good	
wool	sweater	–	in	cold	water	with	light	de-
tergent	 and	 air	 drying.)	 Reuse	 forever.	 The	
handle	in	the	Duster	is	extendable	to	28"	and	
the	Mop	handle	to	49".	
29B01.04 “Slack” Duster  $32.50
29B01.03 “Slack” Floor Mop  45.00

Vermont “Slack” 
Dry Floor Mop

Improved Whisk Broom  
& Dust pan 

A

B

Floor Mop

Duster

B

C

D

E
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Around the House

Medium

Large
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F/ Hand-Forged Iron Wall Hooks
Rustic by design, these are hammered by black-
smiths in iron forges, giving each its own individ-
ual detail and character. The skill involved in the 
process shows in the hammer marks and beveled 
edges. The single hook of each tapers to an elegant 
curl that protects clothing from pulls and tears. 
The Large Hook is 6½" top-to-bottom overall and 
the Medium size hook is 4¾".
89A05.06 Med. Forged Coat Hook  $10.50
89A05.05 Large Forged Coat Hook   14.00

G/ Wrought Iron Gate Latches
A simple latch can do wonders to even a basic garden 
gate, and our craftsmen hand-forge some of the best, 
using oil-quenched iron to achieve a deep black fin-
ish. Our Spiral Latch birngs serpentine style to any 
door, and our Pivoting Lever Latch is just the right fit 
for your garden gate, pool, or fence— or your cabin 
or a more rustic-minded home. Both mount easily for 
left- or right-opening doors.
89A05.12	 Spiral Hook and Eye Latch  $21.50
89A05.24	 Pivoting Iron Gate Latch  23.50

NEW   H/ Hand Carved &  
Painted Animal Hooks
These adorable hand-carved and hand-painted 
animal head hooks will add life and color to any 
room or entryway. Made from linden wood and 
decorated with environmentally friendly paint, 
their expressive faces will lift your spirits each 
time you see them. They’re great as gifts or in 
the kids’ room—anyplace that can use a cheerful 
animal friend. Get all three and start a woodland 
menagerie! They feature strong metal hooks, 
and the whole assembly slides easily over a nail 
or screw head, sitting securely against your wall. 
Each creature comes with a little booklet with 
fun facts on the species. Since they’re hand-carved 
there is some slight variation in sizing, but in 
general, their heights are as follows: Cardinal 
5¼", Racoon 4½", and Beaver 4”. Made in the UK.
75A03.15	 Cardinal  $29.95
75A03.13	 Racoon  29.95
75A03.14	 Beaver  29.95

NEW   I/ Whimsical Animal Hooks
These fun and colorful wall hooks are terrific in 
a playroom, bedroom, mudroom, or bathroom—
anywhere you want a cheerful and functional 
place to hang items within reach of little hands. 
Made of brightly colored lacquered steel, they’re 
very sturdy, and will last a long time, while pro-
viding vibrancy and life to your surroundings. 
We have them in two motifs: Jungle, with ele-
phant, parrot, and crocodile; and Ocean, featur-
ing an octopus, whale, and seal. 
53A02.02	 Jungle  $49.00
53A02.03	 Ocean  49.00

J/ Forged Iron Folding Hanger
Large and especially versatile, this 10-hook ac-
cordion-style Folding Hanger can expand and 
contract to cover a wide range of wall space. Ideal 
for holding the family’s coats and hats or a full set 
of pots and pans, it’s as well-built and flexible a 
mounting system as you’re likely to find, and we 
think it looks just fantastic. Fully closed, the unit 
is 16" tall and just 3" wide, making it a breeze 
to store and move. It unfolds to a wide range of 
useable configurations; we feel like its maximum 
useful width is right around 36", although it will 
stretch a bit further. Each hook is 3½" long, and 
the unit mounts to the wall in four locations. We 
recommend going right into the studs or using 
very sturdy drywall anchors.
89A05.34 Forged Iron Folding Hanger  $58.00

A/ Excellent, Beautiful Coir Doormats
Coir (the interior fibers harvested from fully ripe 
Coconut husks) is tough and water resistant, but 
its fibers are usually processed to make them soft-
er. This takes some of the properties of toughness, 
durability and abrasion resistance away. Machine 
woven in long, thick strands and tied together by 
loops of stainless steel wire to make a generously 
open mesh pattern, these mats are of a quality rare-
ly seen, even in very upmarket stores.  Our mats 
come in two styles, the Flat Doormat: Large 29 x 
19 x 1¼" thick, and Medium 23 x 17½ 1¼"  thick. 
The smaller Shoe-Side mat is 13 x 12 x 2½" thick. 
It excels at cleaning the sides of very dirty boots. 
Our rubber feet (not shown) are also a great idea 
for your Coir mat to prevent slippage. 
66C01.02 Medium Coir Mat  $33.50
66C01.03 Large Coir Mat  44.80
66C01.01 Shoe-Size Coir Mat  29.95
66C01.05 Rubber Non-Slip Feet (4)  2.00 

B/ Garden, Sidewalk & Garage Broom
To sweep heavy debris like wet leaves and small rocks, 
you need a broom with extra stiffness and durabil-
ity. Made with Piassava bristles – a very stiff African  
palm product—this one is tough and will last lon-
ger  than most. The bristles are 12" wide and the  
overall length is 57". It’s loved by fire depart-
ments because the Piassava bristles are very fire  
resistant. Air shipping not available.
34M08.01 Outdoors Broom  $48.50

C/ Stand-Up Dustpan & Broom
A back-saving combination. The steel dustpan an 
natural hair/bristle debris brush are fitted with a 
28" beech handle. Unhook the handle, look down,  
and a clean sweep follows. Nothing could be easier. 
36E01.04 Stand-Up Brush/Dustpan Duo $37.50

D/ Forged Iron Rack With 5 S-Hooks
Crafted by our blacksmiths from timeless and 
durable forged iron, this sturdy rack and set of five 
matching hooks gives you a customizable storage 
solution to match just about any need or décor 
scheme. The hooks slip tightly into place on the 
rack, and you can use as few or as many as you 
require, and once in place, they won’t slide out of 
position without effort. We think it’s perfect for 
keeping your most frequently used pots and pans 
within easy reach—particularly nonstick ones, 
whose delicate coatings don’t stand up well to 
stacking in a cupboard. It works equally well in an 
entryway or mud room for coats and hats, or any 
space that could use a little extra hanging storage. 
Measures 16¾" total, and the mounting holes will 
line up perfectly with your home’s 16-on-center 
studs to ensure the strongest, most secure hold pos-
sible. Each hook measures 4" and features a tapered 
and turned-down end.
89A05.35 Flat Iron Rack With 5 S-Hooks $38.80

E/ Hand-Cut Forged “Coat Hangers”
Instead of the usual coat hook inside your front 
door, install these in a row – stylishly. Use the 
shorter length for one coat per nail hanger and the 
longer for multiple coats. (We recommend that 
you drill pilot holes when installing, as the nail 
shanks are tapered.
89A05.07	 3½" Hand-Cut Hanger Nails (6) $15.50
89A05.08 4½" Hand-Cut Hanger Nails (6) 18.60 D
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wait. After only a couple of minutes, a dark, rich stream 
of delicious brew flows into your waiting cup. Enjoy!
39A03.07  Single Espresso Maker  $49.00
39A03.06  Double Espresso Maker  59.00
78A02.06 Double Walled Stainless Cup 9.50 

vintage   E/ 4 Vintage Paring Knives
This assortment of French paring knives includes a 
unique “Turkish” style, with a distinctive stainless 
steel blade and rosewood handle with 3 brass pins. 
It measures 7¼” with a 3¾” blade. The “Cheese” 
knife has a stainless steel blade and a rosewood han-
dle with 2 brass pins and a brass rosette. It measures 
7¼” with a 4” blade. The straightforward paring 
knife has a rosewood handle with 2 brass pins and 
1 rivet, a stainless steel blade, and measures 6¾” 
with a 3¼” blade. Our “Chicken Sticking” knife 
has a rosewood handle with 3 brass pins, a stainless 
steel blade, and measures 7¾” with a 4” blade. 
02B21.80	 French Paring Knives  $70.50

vintage   F/ Vintage French  
Butcher’s Knives (set of 3)
This set of three butchery knives includes two ex-
amples of the shorter knife, which measures 10½" 
L, with a 5¼" blade. A single longer knife, measur-
ing 11¾" L, with a 6½" blade, completes the set. 
Both feature rosewood handles with 3 brass rivets 
and stainless steel blades.
02B21.70	 French Butcher’s Knives (3)  $106.00

G/ Italian-Made Hand Mixer
fully mechanical, beat eggs or make  
whipped cream
Here at Garrett Wade, we admittedly have a 
sentimental streak. So, for simple mixing tasks 
like beating eggs, or making whipped cream 
from scratch, we believe it’s easier to pull a sim-
ple small hand-mixer like this out of the drawer. 
That way, you can start right in, without search-
ing for attachments or finding an outlet. Because 
of its small stature and simplicity, this handy 
Italian-made Mechanical Hand Mixer is also 
highly portable. You can bring it camping or take 
it along to a relative’s house to help with holiday 
meals. Fully mechanical, hand-cranked stainless 
steel beaters, with stiff polymer handles. Made 
in Italy by a company that has been producing 
great kitchen implements for over 100 years. 
Now available in a lovely Cream color. 
39A03.09 Italian-Made Hand Mixer (red)  $26.00
39A03.15 Italian-Made Hand Mixer (cream) 26.00

vintage   A/ Vintage French Steak 
Knife (Set of 4)
We recently got our hands on a fantastic trove of 
vintage French kitchen tools from the renowned 
Thiers region of France. This 4-piece set of steak 
knives features rosewood handles with 2 brass pins, 
and a beautifully curved ½ tang stainless steel 
blade, engraved with maker’s mark. Measures 8½" 
overall, with a 4" blade.
02B20.40	 Steak Knife Set (4)   $55.00

vintage   B/ Vintage French  
Steak Fork (Set of 2)
Also from Thiers, this 2-piece set of impressively 
sized and shaped steak forks features rosewood han-
dles with 2 brass rivets, and will look beautiful in 
your kitchen or at the carving table. Dimensions: 
8¾" L overall, with 4" tines. 
02B20.30	 Steak Fork Set (2)  $30.00

C/ Italian “Cheese Graters”
These beautifully designed graters are all stainless 
steel with Cherry wood handle insets that give 
them a distinctive feel. The combination grater/
serving-bowl is Cherry, with a fine grater that pops 
out easily, is sized 8¼ x 4¾". The three piece set 
includes all three flat pieces all 12 x 4¾" – a Slicer, 
a fine Grater, a coarse Grater. 
39A03.01 Flat Slicer $32.50
39A03.03 Flat Fine Grater 32.50
39A03.02 Flat Coarse Grater 32.50 
39A03.04 Grater/Serving Bowl 44.85
 buy more & save
39A03.10 Three Piece Set 97.50  $87.75

D/ Italian Espresso Maker 
If you love espresso but balk at the price and complexity 
of the fancier machines out there, this elegant stovetop 
maker is just the ticket. Operation is simple: After 
adding the water and grounds (full instructions are 
included), place one of our double-walled stainless steel 
cups on the built-in platform, place over flame, and 

A B

PARIS

THIERS

France

In the Kitchen

While	we	take	great	pride	
in	the	tools	we	make,	we’re	
also	always	on	the	lookout	for	
vintage	treasures	too.	When	
we	discovered	these	classic	
knives	made	50–70	years	ago	
in	Thiers,	France—a	legendary	
global	cutlery	center—in	a	
French	warehouse,	we	were	
beside	ourselves.	Quantities	
are	limited.	These	knives		
have	never	been	used	&	are	
the	real	thing!
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A/ Original Lap Weaving Loom
The Original Lap Loom is the perfect entry point 
for anyone who want to learn how to combine 
warp and weft. Geared toward ages 7 and up, this 
kit will activate the brain as you choose colors 
and patterns while developing motor skills and 
understanding spatial relationships. With a 12" 
x 16" hardwood frame that rests easily on a table, 
floor, or lap, this is as portable as it is durable. 
It also comes with a wooden shed stick and two 
wooden stick shuttles, plus enough 100% virgin 
wool weft yarn and 100% cotton warp string to 
complete one 9" x 14" project.
42A01.02	 Original Lap Weaving Loom  $62.50 

B/ Machined Brass Seam Ripper
The seam ripper’s job is to remove stitches, open 
seams, and sometimes cut buttonholes. These are 
all important parts of most sewing projects, yet the 
typical seam ripper is so cheaply (and poorly) made, 
it comes by the dozen. But our 5½" seam ripper has 
a precisely machined brass body and cap, and a supe-
riorsteel blade. Its weight helps keep it steady. The 
handle is a hollow compartment for storing needles, 
secured by a simple cap that screws into place. 
63T06.02 Machined Brass Seam Ripper   $15.00

C/ 2-in-1 Brass Crochet Hook
The Garrett Wade 2-in-1 Crochet Hook offers 
flexibility and convenience to crafters at home 
or on the go. Suitable for beginners and more 
experienced users, it includes two aluminum 
hooks suitable for a variety of techniques. The 
J-10 hook is inline and is best suited to bulky 
size 6 yarns; the G-6 hook works best with 
medium afghan and aran size 4 yarns and is 
tapered, making it quicker and easier to slide 
your stitches off the hook. The solid brass han-
dle features the Garrett Wade logo as well as a 
precision-threaded cap, which unscrews to se-
curely hold the hook you aren’t using.
63T06.04	 Brass Crochet Hook  $17.50 

D/ Professional Dressmaker’s Scissor
made by italy’s premier scissor maker
For cutting fabric, nothing feels as good as a per-
fectly made pair of scissors. This medium sized pair 
is 8" long overall, the finger holes are offset so that 
the user can keep the bottom edge flat on the table 
at all times. The scissor is gold plated Any profes-
sional would be pleased to use these, and you or 
another member of your family will be too. The 
function is silky smooth and the edges are ground 
perfectly and are as sharp as can be.
65S01.07 Italian Pro Dressmaker’s  $49.95

E/ Embroidery Scissors
This Classic Set of three with its delicate finger 
holes and fine lines is comprised of a full range  
of sizes: 2¾, 3½ and 4½". It’s just really exciting  
to find such gorgeous small, fabric tools of such 
quality. Made in Italy by a premier scissor maker. 
Plus, we have had this optional handsome leather 
case specially designed to hold all three sizes. Hand-
made for us with precise stitching and handsome 
rivets – the snaps as well are very easy to open and 
close. Good looking, well made, and very useful. 
Scissors you already have may fit this Leather Case 
as well. See our website for dimensions of the pockets.
65S01.40	 3 Classic Embroidery $49.75
38A02.15 Embr. Scissors Case 38.00
 buy more & save 
38A02.50 3 Embr. Scissors + Case 87.75  $76.00

F/ Safety & Pro. Mustache Scissors 
The 4½" long Safety Mustache Trimming Scissor 
has ball tips to prevent any accidental pricking. 
The 4∞÷°" long Professional Mustache Scissors are as 

Folds Flat

fine as they get. The blades are made as a matched 
set throughout forging and grinding. Add a mus-
tache comb for a complete package.
02B02.03 Safety Mustache Scissors  $41.70
02B12.01 Pro. Mustache Scissors  39.95
02D07.11 Horn Comb (Mustache)  32.50

G/ Natural-Horn Hair Combs
hard-to-find – except from garrett wade
Horn combs are virtually unavailable now, so few 
people remember how nice they are for both hair 
and scalp. We found a firm in France that still 
makes one-piece combs of natural horn entirely 
by hand. Proof of the use of natural horn lies in 
the fact that every one has a slight lengthwise 
curve. Sizes are: Large Dresser Comb (7¡÷¤" long 
overall), Pocket Comb (5"), Purse Comb (6¡÷¤"), 
Mustache Comb (4£÷›"), Beard Comb (3¡÷¤"). All 
come with leather sleeves. 
02D07.14 Small Beard   $28.50
02D07.11 Mustache (w/handle)  32.50
02D07.12 5" Pocket  32.00
02D07.13 6½" Purse  38.00
02D07.10 Dresser (w/ handle)  60.00

H/ Extra-Long Shoe Horns
very useful for folks with stiff backs

Made from genuine, highly polished buffalo horn, 
these help you get your shoes on in the morning.  
88D01.04 11½" Polished Shoe Horn  $29.95
88D01.05 17" Polished Shoe Horn  35.95

I/ French Made Nail Trimmer
Best for fingernails. Very exact and precise. Comes 
with leather wallet shown.
02B13.04 French Nail Trimmer  $32.50
  
J/ Horn & Pearwood Hair Brushes 
These are an elegant pair with natural Horn on top 
and beautiful oiled Pearwood on the bristle side. 
The Hair brush (8½" long) has natural fiber bris-
tles, while the Beard brush (3½" long) uses boar 
bristle to ensure a tidy result. It’s hard to imagine 
anyone not feeling quite terrific using them.
45A03.41 Horn/Pearwood Hair Brush  $121.50

SALE   K/ Premium Quality French  
Personal Care Nipper-Trimmers
The French make some of the best personal care 
tools in the world – much of which never makes 
it outside the country. Just look at the “box-style” 
pivot joints and the carefully shaped cutting edges. 
And the edges are very sharp so they cut easily and 
cleanly. These are premium personal-care tools that 
clearly stand out as first class.
02B13.08 Fingernail Trim. $56.00
02B13.07 Toenail Trim. 75.50
02B13.09 Cuticle Trim. 59.90
 buy more & save   
02B13.70 Set All 3 Trim. 191.00 $171.00
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Want even more?
Visit us at garrettwade.com, you’ll find 
many hundreds of additional products 

plus more photos and many videos. 
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A/ Portable Brass Candle Lantern
This beautiful Stonebridge Lantern is named after 
its 19th century New York designer. This accurate 
reproduction (also made in New York) is made of 
brass with mica windows. The candle will not flick-
er, even when the lantern is being moved. Sized 6¡÷› 
x 4¡÷¤ x £÷›" when folded flat, or 8¡÷¤" high with a 4¡÷¤" 
square base when set up. Light and easy to pack for 
camping trips. Candle and not included. Weighs 
only 12 oz. The Leather Case protects the lantern 
and keeps candles close at hand. 
83R02.01 Candle Lantern $49.50
16A01.09	 9hr White Candles (3) 8.95
16A01.14 12hr Beeswax Candles (3) 18.50
15A02.04 Leather Case 40.00
 buy more & save
15A02.40 Lantern+Case+Candles 105.95 98.00

NEW   B/ USA Beeswax Pillar  
Candles — Burns up to 90 hours
There’s nothing like a real beeswax candles glow 
to add warmth to a room or a level of sophisti-
cation and intimacy to a dinner, whether for two 
or twelve. Beeswax also has the added advantage 
of being a natural byproduct of some of our 
most valuable partners in nature. These elegant, 
100% Beeswax pillar candles are long-burning, 
clean, and all-natural, with no artificial dyes or 
fragrances. The natural pale color goes with any 
type or shade of candle holder and accentuates 
their glow. Available in three sizes: the large mea-
sures 6" H x 3" W and will burn for 90 hours; the 
medium measures 3½" H x 3" W and will burn 
for 60 hours, and the small measures 4¾" H x 2" 
W and will burn for 40 hours. The burn times are 
impressive and make these beauties an economical 
as well as earth-friendly choice. Made in the USA.
27A01.17	 Beeswax Pillar Candle (Large) $36.50
27A01.16	 Beeswax Pillar Candle (Medium) 25.00
27A01.15	 Beeswax Pillar Candle (Small) 15.00 

C/ Brass Railroad Oil Lantern
The dead of night in the railyard was no easy 
place: full of hissing steam, clanging engines, and 
heavy machinery, it was bustling and chaotic and 
no place for unneeded confusion. Communicat-
ing by voice wasn’t an option, but the clear, clean 
light of a trusty oil lantern made sure everybody 
was on the same page. We’ve recreated a classic 
design from those days in gorgeous brass;  stand-
ing 8” tall with a sturdy 7½” base, it’s almost 
impossible to accidentally knock over. Hang it 
by the handle to cast its light far and wide. Clear 
glass comes standard, but for added authenticity, 
red and green replacements are available. Extra 
wicks available in a set of 5.
78A05.14	 Lantern with Clear Glass  $98.50
78A05.15	 Clear Repl. Glass (one included) 17.25
78A05.16	 Green Repl. Glass  17.25
78A05.17	 Red Repl. Glass  17.25 
78A05.19	 5 Wicks  9.50
 
D/ Glass Oil Table Lamps
With their sturdy bases and delicate clear glass 
flutes, these beautiful oil lamps, crafted in subtle 
shades of blue, add an elegant decorative element 
to any room or outside gathering. The taller lamp 
is a slightly lighter shade of blue than its smaller 
counterpart. It measures 4" in diameter and holds 
a generous amount of lamp oil. Standing a full 15" 
tall, it casts a glow that can warm any room at any 
time of year. The smaller lamp is both more com-
pact and richer in hue (more sapphire than powder 
blue) although it warms the room just as deeply. 
It stands 13" tall with the clear flute in place, and 
the 3" diameter base allows it to fit snugly on a 
narrower perch or among more delicately pro-
portioned collectibles. And just in case the worst 

should happen, we also have available replacement 
glass separately for both the top flute and the lower 
reservoir. Replacement wicks can also be purchased 
in a set of 5. We love them as a set of two—place 
one of each size in different corners of the room, or 
by your favorite reading nooks.
78A05.07	 Heirloom Oil Table Lamp (Large) $88.00
78A05.08	 Heirloom Oil Table Lamp (Small) 62.00

E/ Naval Oil Lamp
Truly a unique item, this fully functional little oil 
lamp features a rounded, weighted base that allows 
it to tip and tilt freely on a moving surface—in 
theory allowing it to remain steady on a briny old 
sea captain’s tabletop in heavy seas. In practice, it’s 
a fun, unusual little lamp with a lively wiggle and 
a style unlike anything else we can think of. We 
love them in a set, placed around the patio or other 
outdoor dining area for lamp-lit family dinners and 
gatherings with friends. Burns clean and bright 
with standard lamp oil and features an adjustable 
¼" wick. Measures 4½" high and 3£÷°" wide.
81A02.01	 Naval-Style Brass Oil Lamp  44.00

F/ Reversible Brass Candle Holder
The clever simplicity of these little gems really 
caught our eye when we first saw them. Able to 
blend in with just about any décor style, these 
Reversible Brass Candle Holders hold any 1" taper 
safely and securely, and they look great without 
making a big fuss about it. Flip them over, though, 
and you’ll find a hidden secret: and opening to hold a 
standard tea light. This gives you plenty of room for 
creativity when setting the scene for dinner parties, 
creating seasonal displays, and more. Each measures 
3" in diameter and feels solid in the hand. 
78A05.21	 Candle and Tea Light Holder $16.50
27A01.12	 11" Beeswax Candles  27.80

G/ Extra-Bright Brass Oil Lanterns
These special bright lamps have a tall, narrow 
glass chimney and a special wick elevation mech-
anism. The rmuch brighter flame can actually 
extend smoke-free all the way up the chimney. 
Both burn either standard lamp oil or kerosene. 
78A05.01 Small Extra-Bright Lantern  $65.00 
78A05.02 Large Extra-Bright Lantern  75.00 
78A05.05 Repl. Wicks for Small (5)  6.95
78A05.06 Repl. Wicks for Large (5)  6.95 
56A02.05 Filling Funnel  14.95 

H/ Table & Hanging Oil Lanterns
These exquisitely handmade solid brass lanterns look 
great either on the table surface or hanging from a 
solid brass wall mount and burn standard lamp oil 
or kerosene for hours before a refill is needed. The 
all-Brass models are now available in two sizes: 
Standard 8½" and Large 10½". Both are traditional 
and classic. The special Brass Wall Mount (shown 
above) fits either size. The 8½" size is also available 
in two additional models, Brass/Copper and Brass/
Stainless Steel (S.S.). The design is exactly the same, 
as the metals are the only difference. Which one is 
right for you is a matter of personal preference. All 
are classics. The Copper Filling Funnel helps when 
adding fuel in all oil lamps.
87A01.02 8½” Brass/Copper Oil Lantern  $67.70
87A01.15	 8½” Brass/S.S. Oil Lantern  73.50
87A01.01 8½” All Brass Oil Lantern  59.95
86A03.18 10½” All Brass Oil Lantern   79.85
87A01.25 Brass Wall Mount-All   29.95
56A02.06 Copper Fill Funnel  14.50 
87A01.05 Repl. Wick All (5)   5.95
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Super 
Splitter

B/ Twisted Firewood Splitting Wedge
The unusual shape of this aluminum wedge dis-
tributes the force of a blow in two directions at 
once, greatly speeding up splitting. Excellent for 
knotty hardwoods and tight-grained logs. Forged 
HD aluminum absorbs the impact rather than 
distorting. The 45-degree twist and barbed, an-
ti-friction guide ribs help prevent bounce-back 
and make driving easier. Measures 8" x 2½" x 2". 
54A03.14 Splitting Wedge  $42.75

SALE   C/ “Tomahawk”-Style Hatchet
The “Tomahawk”-Hatchet with its 15½" handle 
has a strikingly broad curved head with a rear poll 
for driving wedges. Great for making kindling, 
clearing branches, etc. Comes with a small leather 
blade guard. A USA made full leather sheath (see 
inset) is also available. Made in Germany.
54A03.13	 Tomahawk-Hatchet $48.50
54A03.50	 Tomahawk & Full Sheath 87.50 $75.50

SALE   D/ Mini Camp Hatchet 
Made in Germany, the Mini Camp Hatchet is an 
indispensable tool for the campsite or yard work. 
This tidy 12" axe is light enough to pack on a hike, 
or to wear on your belt once you make camp. You 
can use it to split kindling and smaller rounds, 
or to clear branches. It has a flat poll to drive in 
tent stakes or to complete numerous other outdoor 
tasks. The grip-end of the robust Hickory handle 
is painted red and easy to spot on the forest floor. 
A ring-wedge system will keep the handle firmly 
affixed. A rounded flair on the blade makes for 3¼" 
of cutting surface. The beautiful leather sheath is 
made in the USA and has brass rivets and a single 
snap, and can be worn on your belt. 
54A03.70	 Mini Hatchet + Sheath 76.90  $69.95

Outdoors
Tools to always have on hand

Scandinavian
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  A/ SPLITTING MAULS
HEAVY-DUTY MAULS FROM GERMANY

For	 splitting	 lumber	 rounds	 into	 firewood	
you	 can’t	 beat	 a	 Splitting	 Maul.	 (The	 31½"	
oiled	Red	Hickory	handles	have	extra	 thick	
necks	and	red	steel	safety	collars	 to	resist	
shock	and	damage	to	 the	handle.)	The	Pro	
Maul’s	head	weighs	about	4½	lbs	and	has	a	
pair	of	raised	cheeks	that	function	like	small	
wedges	that	help	keep	the	head	free	in	really	
difficult	grain.	The	head	of	the	Super	Split-
ter	 Maul	 weighs	 over	 6	 lbs,	 with	 a	 broad,	
arrow-shaped	head	whose	shoulders	widen	
and	then	taper	dramatically,	again	prevent-
ing	jams	in	tight	grains.	These	are	absolutely	
terrific	–	well	made	and	will	last	forever.
54A03.11 Prof. Splitting Maul  $86.80
54A03.12 Super Splitter Maul  96.30

E/ Yankee & Scandinavian Hatchets 
The Yankee Hatchet (handle length 14") is great 
for splitting kindling, chopping small logs, etc. 
Use the poll to drive stakes or straighten bent tent 
poles. The Scandinavian Splitting Hatchet (handle 
length 19") provides additional momentum, and 
the wedge shape of the face/cheeks aids splitting 
and prevents sticking. Both heads are secured with 
specially shaped beech wedges and anchored with 
steel ring wedges. Made to our specifications in Ger-
many, each comes with a USA-made leather sheath. 
54A03.30	 15" “Yankee" Hatchet  $45.95
54A03.40	 20" Scandinavian Hatchet  69.80	

F/ Log Handling Accessories 
The Pickaroon is a tool for safely moving cut logs. With 
the curved beak-like precision point driven into a  
log, it can be flung or rolled where needed with 
ease. The heads are the same size with different 
handle lengths. The longer one (31½") is perfect 
for wrangling larger logs, and the shorter (15½") is 
great for moving shorter sections. The handles are 
American hickory, and the heads are forged steel. 
54A03.08	 Small Log Pickaroon  $34.50
54A03.09	 Large Log Pickaroon  49.95

“Works better than any other maul 

I have ever used and I have been 

splitting wood for 50 years.”
 – Mark

fIVE STAR TooL REVIEw

Pro
Maul

15" Yankee Hatchet

Fire Starter Kit
See page 44

E

Fireplace Bellows
See page 45
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SALE   A/ Mini Camp Hatchet  
& Draw Knife 
a perfect pair for the “pioneer homesteader” 
A well-matched pair that will chop, split, peel and 
shape green wood into anything that you envision. 
The Mini Camp Hatchet is a potent chopper that 
is easy to transport. Pack it or wear it on your belt. 
The Draw Knife is the ideal companion to the 
Hatchet because it picks up where the Hatchet 
leaves off. It’s ability to accurately square a log, or 
taper the end is unparalleled. It is a true “home-
stead builder’s tool”. Both are forged in Germany. 
The Hatchet’s leather sheath is made in the USA. 
54A03.26	 Draw Knife $50.00 
54A03.70	 Mini Hatchet + Sheath 76.90 69.95
54A03.90	 Homestead Building Pair 126.90 $105.00 

B/ Combo Dual-Purpose  
German-made Hatchet with Log Pick
This hefty Hatchet, great for clearing brush or 
limbing trunks, also features a log-pick. The sharp 
3" long hook gives you the ability to easily collect 
rounds or drag small logs back to the campfire. 
The ergonomic curve of the 19½" long American 
Hickory handle makes it balanced on the swing. 
Light enough to wield with one hand, but just 
long and stout enough for comfortable two-handed 
swings. Handle end is painted fire engine red for 
easy visibility. A striking new tool for serious work.  
54A03.19 Dual Purpose Hatchet $62.50

C/ Tough, Versatile X-HD Chisel Knife 
– A Garrett Wade Exclusive
an extraordinarily useful tool
It’s the ultimate hybrid, incorporating features of 
a knife, chisel, hatchet, cleaver, pry-bar, hammer 
and rescue tool. It’s a jobsite or campsite Do- 
Everything Tool. 1075 carbon steel blade is 11" 
long, 1½" wide and a stunning £÷⁄fl" thick all over. 
With a flat ground 5" knife-edge and a 1½" chisel 
edge at the end. It has an extended butt for strik-
ing, a wide exposed spine, a wood handle and a 
sheath. It’ll take a beating. Nice to have on hand.
75A01.08 X-HD Chisel Knife  $49.50

D/ One-Handed Log Tongs
Our Log Tongs work by a system where one sta-
tionary jaw and one free-swinging jaw work in 
tandem, to grab and hold onto a log round. Use 
this to move cut-up rounds, or grab a long limb 
from the woods and drag it to your staging area 
for cut-up. Works best on cut logs or buy two 
and grab a friend to move longer logs. 6½" han-
dle, 6¾" jaw width. Features a sure-grip rubber 
handle and 10” long steel jaws. Made in Germa-
ny by one of our most trusted partners. 
54A03.47	 Log Tongs  $29.00 

E/ Super-Sharp Japanese Axe
The 4¡÷¤" laminated steel blade has a bearded shape 
that brings the center of gravity closer to your 
hand. The high-carbon edge is sandwiched be-
tween layers of softer steel that give the super-sharp 
edge great strength. It’s a great kindling axe.
11P23.06 Japanese Hand Axe  $79.90 

F/ Forest Axe
A product of our partnership with a 3rd generation 
forge in Germany. The Forest Axe is a full-sized 
tree chopper with a 31½" Ash handle, a red steel 
safety collar and an extra thick neck. It’s an unusu-
ally excellent value.
54A03.07 Forest Axe  $73.00

G/ Special Chainsaw Sharpener 
quickly pays for itself
If you use a chainsaw at home or the farm or 
ranch, you know how important sharpness is for 
both speed and safety. Until now, you’ve had three 
choices: replace, resharpen yourself, or take it to 
your local shop. Now, an Italian firm has designed 
(and makes) a revolutionary new grinder for you to 
do this job. It’s affordable and does the job quick-
ly and very well. We know chainsaws, and we’ve 
tested these extensively. They use standard 115V 
current. Once mounted, initial setup takes about 
5 minutes, after which the grinder is set to go for 
repeated resharpenings with the same chain. 
Both machines sharpen in exactly the same way; 
the difference lies in the way the next tooth is ad-
vanced and clamped into position for the grind-
stone to recut it. In our experience, after initial set-
up, the Standard Sharpener takes about 15 seconds 
to cut each tooth. A chain for a 20" saw with 34 
teeth would therefore take about 12 minutes from 
start to finish. The Quick-Feed Sharpener would 
take less than half that, about 4 minutes.
These are terrific units that not only do a great job, 
they will save you money and a lot of time right 
away. The Optional Grinding Wheel, which is a 
bit thinner, may work better when working on the 
smallest chainsaws. Full instructions. See our website 
for detailed pictures and videos.
45T01.01 Std. Sharpener  $89.90
45T01.02 Quick-Feed Sharp.  109.90
45T01.13 Repl. Wheel (either unit)  15.40
45T01.14 Opt. Thinner Wheel (either)  15.40 

H/ Double Block & Tackle 
We confess to being very fond of Block & Tackle 
hoists. This is a solid steel double block and tackle 
using a 50 ft. £÷°" thick poly-blend rope, giving you 
a working lift range of 12½ ft. (25 ft. with the lon-
ger rope). Cam lever load latch, safety latches, steel 
hooks, a 4 to 1 mechanical advantage. 350 lb lift 
capacity. Pulling capacity 700 lbs.
If you have anything to do with a country home, 
farm, barn, RV or ATV or if you are a hunter, you 
will want to keep this on hand.
60R06.01 Double Block & Tackle  $97.90
60R06.02 100 Ft. Additional Rope  $49.85

G

Grindstone

Quick-Feed Sharpener

Standard Sharpener

Work Safer – Work Sharper

USA Made - 
Pulls 700 lbs

I/ Cut & Puncture Resistant Gloves 
Protect Your Hands  
work with nasty stuff even more confidently
These gloves offer maximum protection against 
punctures – whether thorns, splinters, wire, or nee-
dles – as well as provide superior cut protection. 
The blue and black Safety H.D. Work Gloves are 
designed for very tough work – using 2 layers of 
special cut resistant safety fabric plus 1 more for 
added structure. The palm-side surface fabric is 
designed to be slightly tacky to aid in gripping. 
They excel at barbed wire work, demolition, and 
dangerous materials (such as broken glass). 
Note: The use of special cut and puncture resistant high-
tech fabric initially makes these gloves a bit stiffer than 
ordinary ones. This stiffness will ease with use. 
03P03.10 Blue Safety HD Work (M)  $40.50
03P03.11 Blue Safety HD Work (L)  40.50 
03P03.12 Blue Safety HD Work (XL)  40.50
03P03.16 Black Safety HD Work (M)  40.50
03P03.17 Black Safety HD Work (L)  40.50 
03P03.18 Black Safety HD Work (XL)  40.50

Save Your Hands
I

BA

H

31½" Tree 
Chopper

90-Day Money Back Guarantee 
Free Returns. More info at 

GarrettWade.com
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NEW   A/ Endlessly Useful Copper 
Basin with Brass Trim
You’ll find endless uses all around your home for 
this handsome copper tub with its curved brass 
handles and accents. Deep enough for all kinds of 
storage, whether that is kindling by your fireplace 
or towels in your bathroom. It’s strong without 
being bulky and pretty enough to display any-
where. Keep it in the bathroom for hand towels 
and toiletries, by the couch in the den to hold 
your crosswords, magazines, or knitting supplies. 
The burnished surface is stippled with hammered 
patterns that will catch the light when filled with 
kindling near your fireplace or woodstove. It’s also 
watertight, so fill it up with ice to use as an upscale 
beer cooler. Copper ages beautifully, so you’ll take 
great pleasure in the evolving patina of this piece 
over the years, no matter where in your home it is. 
Dimensions: 16" L x 10¼" W x 9" H.
86A09.02	 Copper Basin		 	 $102.00

B/ Waxed Canvas Log Carrier 
For easier carting of logs from your woodshed to 
the fireplace, our Waxed Canvas Log Carrier is 
constructed of heavy-duty, military-grade Waxed 
Canvas #10 (the highest grade of canvas, some-
times called Wagon-Cover grade). It’s treated the 
old-fashioned way: with paraffin wax to produce 
a waterproof, rot-proof and, completely reliable 
material. Double-stitched reinforced edging and 
handles made of heavy-duty nylon webbing. We 
are able to get nine good size split logs in it, which 
is about all we can carry anyway. Easily rolled up and 
stashed away until you need it. Stylish and attractive, 
the Waxed Log Carrier is great for keeping things 
tidy around the hearth and dirt and debris off your 
clothes. 22" long, 12½" wide, and 12" tall. 
53T02.05	 Log Carrying Bag (Brown)  $44.50
53T02.09	 Log Carrying Bag (Black)  44.50

C/ 3-Piece Fireplace Tools Set 
A well-tended fireplace is often the center of the 
home. Our tools are masterfully shaped and hand 
crafted by skilled ironworkers. The finely craft-
ed and elegantly tapered handles of these hand-
forged fireplace tools are hard-wearing tools. 
Beautiful to look at but built for daily use. At 
nearly 44", the Poker allows plenty of room to 
stoke and adjust even the largest fire. The Tongs, 
measuring 28" with a 6" handle, allow you to safe-
ly move logs up to 8” in diameter. And the 36" 
Shovel makes quick work of clearing out leftover 
ash and wood. Perfect for your home or your cab-
in getaway.
89A05.13 Fireplace Tools Set  $82.00

NEW   D/ 50 Fire Starter Coils and 
Our Waxed Canvas Storage Set
These UK-made fire starters are coiled clumps of 
wood shavings that have been impregnated with 
wax. Their loose structure allows for greater air-
flow, and the wax extends burning time and flame 
intensity. Reach for one of these next time instead 
of searching for old newspapers; just assemble your 
kindling or charcoal with the firestarter in the cen-
ter--it lights quickly and burns steadily for over 
10 minutes, ample time to get your fire blazing 
away. With each box containing 50 coils in various 
sizes, it’s an affordable and reliable way to make 
sure you can get things burning every time. We’ve 
paired them with a great looking storage solution; 
our waxed canvas bucket, made of heavy-duty, mil-
itary-grade, paraffin-treated canvas, resulting in a 
water- and rot-proof bucket that will last for de-

cades. Designed to hold all 50 Fire starter Coils. 
Bucket dimensions: 8¼" W x 7¼" H. Free box of 
matches included with any purchase of our Canvas set.
53T02.10 Fire starter Coils and Canvas Set  $36.00
70B04.03 Firelight 50 Pack (Repl. Coils)  18.00

E/ Garrett Wade Fireside Gift Set
The perfect way to quickly get a blaze going in 
any stove, fireplace, or campsite. Each Fire Starter 
is a bundle of wax impregnated wood sticks 3” 
long with a candlewick embedded in both ends. 
You simply light both wicks and bury the bundle 
in the kindling, or under the logs if they are nice 
and dry. A bundle burns aggressively for well 
over 15 minutes and is sure to get a blaze going. 
We’ve created a complete fireside gift set that 
includes 40 Fire Starters, two boxes of Garrett 
Wade matches all packed in a handsome pine box. 
Perfect for permanent fireside storage. (A refill 
box of 20 fire starters is available.)
70B04.40		 40 piece Fireside Gift Set  $98.50
70B04.02	 Fire Starter Refill (20)  32.00

F/ Fireplace Bellows
a very simple fire-assist technology
Every fire needs a little bit of help now and then. 
Getting down on your hands and knees and 
blowing can help, but your expelled breath real-
ly is not well directed. A good bellow does the  
job efficiently. Our USA-made model is made of 
hardwood and leather and fitted with a Brass noz-
zle and brass decorative tacks. Our French model is 
similar but fitted with a longer steel nozzle and a 
decorative pattern carved in the hardwood surface. 
A double leather thong on both holds the handle 
closed and serves as a hanging strap. 
26F01.05 French Fireplace Bellows  $89.90
26F01.02 USA-Made Bellows   89.90

G/ Fire Starter Copper “Tinder Box”
This fire starter is the same type carried by fur trad-
ers and explorers of the Hudson Bay Company in 
Canada in early 1600s. The 3" x 4½" Tinder Box 
contains “char cloth” (the cloth version of char-
coal), some short, dry jute strands, striking steel, 
flint, and a 6x magnifying lens. Detailed instruc-
tions are included; use the lens on a sunny day, or 
opt for sparks from the flint and steel. 
54A01.05 “Tinder Box” Fire Starter  $79.95

H/ Fireplace Ash Scoop + Hand Broom
Narrower than a standard household dustpan, so 
you can easily get into the corners of the wood-
stove, fireplace, or chimney. Use the Tampico Ash 
Broom for daily cleanup up around the hearth.  
The semi-stiff bristles are great for lifting caked-
on ash. Both implements have wood handles with 
holes at the end, that can be used to hang on a hook 
near the fireplace. 
36E01.05  Fireplace “Dustpan” & Ash Brush  $21.80

SALE   I/ Stove Fan Warms the Room 
Naturally & Uses No Electricity
This is one of the most effective and environ-
mentally friendly devices we’ve seen. If you use a 
free-standing wood stove, this helps circulate warm 
air, and you’ll use less fuel as a result. Place the base 
on the stove, and a thermoelectric module creates 
electricity from the heat differentia. This electric-
ity drives the motor, and the power is so low that 
no blade guard is needed. The 8 1½" Small Fan 
moves about 125 CFM; the 10” Large Fan about 
175, depending on stove temperature. Fan runs at 
zero cost as long as the stove stays hot.
25T05.01	 Small Stove Fan $162.90  $145.00
25T05.02 Large Stove Fan 199.40   185.00
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NEW  A/ 7½" Damascus Steel &  
Ebony Handled Folding Knife
This is a lovely folding knife with an elegant 
swooping curvature that looks beautiful, feels great 
both in your hand and in action. It is painstakingly 
crafted from high quality materials that will last 
through many years of use. The extremely sharp 
3½" blade is made of Damascus steel, and the 
distinctive rippled water pattern on the blade’s 
surface matches well with the black ebony scales 
and brass accents and pins. The lockback holds the 
blade securely in place and is easily released when 
you would like to close it. An included lanyard cord 
loops through a brass-reinforced opening in the 
base of the handle, and a leather belt sheath rounds 
out the package to keep it safe and at the ready by 
your side. All in all, this is a fine piece, and will 
make a beautiful gift or addition to your collection. 
Overall length 7½" , with a 3½" blade.
75A01.35	 Ebony Handled Folding Knife $95.00

B/ Damascus Saddle Lock Knife
Damascus steel blades are made by an ancient 
handwork process of folding and refolding layers 
of hand-forged, red-hot high-carbon steel. The  
result is not only a beautiful blade but one that is 
extra tough and super sharp. The handsome scales 
are made of (dyed) impreg-nated wood. Damascus 
Folders are typically very expensive, but this one is 
astonishingly modest in cost. Comes with a USA-
made Leather Belt Sheath. Highly recommended 
as an exceptional value.
75A01.90 Damascus Knife + Sheath $134.45 $127.50

NEW  C/ Slim Damascus Penknife
This is a truly striking looking and highly func-
tional folding knife. The slim form and elegant 
silhouette will make it both an object of admi-
ration and a blade you’ll take anywhere, while 
the craftsmanship makes it a pleasure to use. The 
60 HRC hammered Damascus blade features a 
straight back and a gently curved cutting edge, 
and its distinctive ripples are echoed in the pat-
terns of the snakewood handle. A bright blue 
aluminum clip gives it a touch of color, and the 
spring button assist makes opening quickly when 
needed. A side liner lock keeps it from closing 
unexpectedly. Comes with a handy black storage 
case. Measures 7¾" L overall, with a 3 ½" L blade. 
75A01.33	 Damascus Penknife  $89.00

D/ Short Damascus Fixed-Blade Knife
This mini Fixed-Blade Damascus Knife stuffs a 
lot of handsome into a small package. The stain-
less steel blade is just over 2" long, while the dura-
ble resin handle is 3¼". Damascus steel blades are 
beautiful, extra tough, and super sharp because of 
the process of folding molten steel over and over 
again. Also features a lanyard hole and a pretty 
brass bolster. Comes with a nicely made leather 
sheath. Highly recommended as a contemporary 
take on an ancient blade style.
75A01.28	 	Damascus Fixed Blade Knife $74.80

E/ Mini Folding “Damascus”Knife
This is a fantastic mini folding knife whose outsize 
usefulness belies its small stature. It easily fits in 
your pocket or bag without the bulk. Stops those 
“I wish I had a knife” moments (ie clothing tags, 
opening parcels). An added surprise when you open 
it: a beautiful, Damascus-style patterned blade. 
The blade is a 1" long slip joint, and a tidy 3" over-
all when open. A Rosewood handle completes the 
package. A handy knife for everyday carry.
75A01.29	 Mini “Damascus” Rosewood Knife  $29.00
 

SALE   F/ Totally Unique Folding 
Pocket Knives
Made in France exclusively for Garrett Wade by 
a storied Thiers knifemaker, these knives are fully 
illustrated on the front and the back of the knife 
body. The face of the ultra-sharp blade has a classic 
bevel and a micro bevel; the back of the blade also 
has a micro bevel so that resharpening won’t damage 
the illustrations. The blade is held open with a 
custom-designed locking/unlocking Button (called 
a K-Lock system) that securely holds the blade 
open and produces a positive lock when closed so it 
won’t accidentally open. The push-button locking 
mechanism is also hardened and tempered to 
guarantee that the lock/unlock function is precise and 
long-lasting. Measures 8" when open with a 3¼" blade.
Choose from four distinct illustration themes: 
laser-engraved plans for a 19th century highboy 
or vintage outdoor hand tools, alternatively we 
offer two full color knives; a gorgeous vintage 
floral pattern (perfect for your favorite gardener), 
and fascinatingly unique vintage illustrations of 
mushrooms. The colorful knives (not the laser-
engraved ones) come with a built-in pocket clip 
and a custom French made leather sheath.
02B07.22	 Blueprint Design  $98.00 $89.00
02B07.23	 Garden Tools Design 98.00 89.00
02B07.24	 Floral Design 143.50
02B07.40	 Mushroom Design 143.50

G/ Sailor’s Rigging Knife
complete with usa-made leather sheath
Some time ago, one of our Garrett Wade staffers 
stumbled on a vintage version of this special sheath 
knife at a weekend “flea market” in England and 
bought it. We have worked to bring it back and 
are happy to say our version is more refined and 
even tougher than the original. Blade 3", overall 
length 8". A blend of steel, polished Brass and 
Rosewood grips – together with a USA made 
leather belt-sheath. It’s a beauty and makes an 
excellent all-around “work” knife. We think that 
anyone (especially with a nautical bent) will love it.
75A01.40	 Sailor’s Rigging Knife  $78.00

H/ Adventurer Single-Blade Folder
very handy and inexpensive
The rugged looking Adventure Knife has scales of 
Pakkawood and Micarta that are exceedingly stable 
in any outdoors conditions. The clip-point and deep 
belly of the blade will prove their usefulness at any 
campsite. A thumb-stud assists in blade opening. 
Use the carabiner to hang on your belt or backpack.
45T02.37	 Adventure Single-Blade Folder $38.00
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Pistol-Grip  
Crossbow

Rifle-Stock Crossbow

Windup Tin Motorcycle
This little windup motorcycle looks fast even when 
it’s standing still. The brightly colored blue tin 
bike contracts with the red and yellow of the rider, 
who crouches over his machine against the wind. 
He’s speedy—turn the key to wind him up, he’ll 
shoot across the floor. Get a few and have a race 
with your young ones this holiday. Dimensions: 6" 
L x 4" H x 1¾" W at the base.
56A04.32 Tin Motorcycle  $32.00

Bavarian Toy Crossbows 
toys don't come any simpler or more fun
Instead of an Xbox, surprise them this year  
with an old-school toy for children of all ages. Both 
the Rifle-style and the Pistol-style grips are hand 
carved from European beech with a beautiful warm 
golden finish. Bow is ∞÷°" Spring Steel with poly tips 
securely holding the woven nylon line. Positive 
spring-return poly trigger and catch. The longer, 
Rifle-style bow delivers a greater range.
Both crossbows come with three rubber-tipped 
safety arrows. One side has graphic images of deer, 
rabbit, fox and bison images, the other side is a 
5-color concentric circle with classic point scoring. 
It all improves hand-eye coordination and respect-
ful play. Great for adults too, to have around the 
office as a stress-relieving fidget. 

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Toy contains 
small parts. For ages 14 and up. 
45A05.03 Pistol Grip Toy Crossbow  $68.80
45A05.04 Rifle Grip Toy Crossbow   82.00
45A05.05 Five Extra Arrows   15.00

Classic Tin Toys
for All Ages

90-Day Money Back Guarantee 
Free Returns. More info at 

GarrettWade.com
Gift Certificates Available at

GarrettWade.com or 800-221-2942  

*  By signing up via text, you agree to receive recurring automated promotional and personalized marketing text messages from Garrett Wade at the cell number 
used when signing up. Consent is not a condition of any purchase. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. Msg frequency varies. Msg. & data rates may apply. 
View Terms https://garrettwade.com/terms-of-service and Privacy https://garrettwade.com/privacy-policy

Look to the Past for a Perfect Present!Enjoy 10% off your next order this Holiday season  
when you sign up for texts.  Text HOLIDAY TO 91083* see terms below.


